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Abstract 

The rapid growth of the network-centered (Internet and Intranet) computing 

environment s requires a new design p a r a d i p  for info~mation gat hering systems. 

Typically, in these environments, information resources are dynamic, heterogeneous 

and distributed. Moreover, these computing environments are open, in the sense 

that information resources may join or disjoin at anytime. 

Agent-based technology provides a promising design paradigm and has a grow- 

ing appeal for designing cooperative distributed systems. This thesis develops a 

multi-agent architecture for cooperative information gathering systems (CIGS). 

These autonomous, goal-driven agents cooperatively assist different users to locate 

and retrieve information from distributed resources in an open environment. The 

system architecture is comprised of three tiers: at the front end, the User Agents 

interact with the users to fulfill their interests and preferences; at  the back end, the 

Resource Agents access and capture the content and changes of the information 

resources; and at  the middle tier, the Broker Agents facilitate cooperation among 

the agents. 

Cooperation is an essential concept for information gathering in a multi-agent 

setting. In this thesis cooperation has been analyzed and instrumented to govern 

the agents' interaction in an information gathering domain. Various interaction 

strategies have been proposed a t  different levels of the agent's model. Through 

these strategies the agent might to choose to exhibit selfish, benevolent, or cooper- 

ative behavior based on the interaction style. The feasibility of the proposed system 

has been demonstrated by implementing a prototype. This implementation demon- 

strates how CIGS could be used to transparently locate and retrieve information 

from dynamic resources that might be distributed and heterogeneous. 



[2:32] They said: "Glory to Thee: of [18:109] Say: "If the ocean were ink 

knowledge we have none: Save what Thou (wherewith to write out) the words of my 

hast taught us: in truth it is Thou Who Lord. Sooner would the ocean be ex- 

art perfect in knowledge and wisdom." hausted than would the words of my Lord, 

even if we added another ocean like it, for 

its aid." [18:110] Say: "1 am but a man 

like yourselves, (but) the inspiration has 

corne to me, that your God is one God: 

whoever expects to meet his Lord, let him 

work righteousness, and, in the worship of 

bis Lord, admit no one as partner," 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Globalization is the key to success in many organizations. Because every organiza- 

tion depends on its knowledge for effectively and efficiently executing its business 

mission, information is increasingly dispersed over many information resources. Al- 

though information that needs to be acquired is likely to be available in such an 

environment, parts of this information may also be clifficult to locate. This location 

transparency is an important issue that traditional information retrieval systems 

are no longer able to handle. Traditionally, users supply the query and the location 

of the information resource; this approach may be applicable when the number of 

the information resources are few, but not feasible for open environments, such as 

Internet-based applications. 

Although the Internet provides the infrastructure platform to access the infor- 

mation resources, several critical issues need to be addressed to provide value for 

it. Firstly, the explosion of the available information over the Internet, makes the 

user unable to locate the relevant information. Secondly, most of these information 

resources are dynamic. That is, their owners cons tantly update the resources in a 
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way that might alter their content. Thirdly, the information systems environment 

is open, permitting information resources to join or disjoin at any time. 

With these issues in mind, the problem of how to gather information in an open 

environment becomes very challenging. Currently, Internet search engines are one 

of the commonly used tools for information gathering. Although these engines are 

vduable, they provide limited services and have several disadvantages. The search 

for information is limited and typicdy biased towards indexing more 'popular7 

information, and each seârch engine covers a small portion of information resources 

on the Internet [63].  In general, the task of the information gathering is the user's 

responsibili ty. 

An information gathering system in an open environment is a system that is 

capable of locating, retrieving and integsating information. The main design pin- 

ciples for such a system should: 

O provide the users with an integrated view of information. 

provide information relevant to the user's topic of interest and preferences, 

O pro-ac tively search for information and avoid repe titive user's intervention, 

a monitor any possible changes to the information resources and make the ap- 

propriate updates, 

O provide information witfiin a user-defined time limit, 

cope well with new information sources that may enter and old information 

sources that may exit the environment. 
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1.1 Cooperative Informat ion Syst ems 

A cooperative information system comprises of several entities that have Limited 

knowledge, are able to perform some functions independently and exercise some 

degee of authonty in sharing t heir capabilities. These entities, working together, 

may achieve individual andfor global goals in domains such as medicine and bank- 

ing. Typically, cooperative information systems are either logicdy or physicdy 

distributed, their content is dynamic, and might be part of an  open environment. 

A cooperative information systern can be modeled as a multi-agent system in 

which each agent is autonomous, intelligent, rational and able to coordinate and 

cooperate with other agents. In this view, the information gathering system is a 

collection of information systems, where each sys tem is autonomous, i.e., it might 

be under separate and independent control and it7s existence does not need to be 

justified by the existence of other systems; rnay exhibit unique hardware and/or 

software structures; and rnay operate in an open environment. There are several 

design issues that need to be considered in designing a cooperative information 

system, such as autonomy, heterogeneity and transparency. 

Autonomy: The system's entities are under separate and independent control. 

Heterogeneity: The entities of the system rnay exhibit technical differences 

between each other in both hardware and in software. 

Transparency: The system management is user independent. 

Researchers in distributed database systems attempted to provide solutions for 

t hese design issues; however , t hese solutions are associated wit h seves al limitations 

such as hardwiring the system's autonomy. Researchers in distributed artificial 
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intelligence have considered another avenue that is based on cooperative multi-agent 

systems. Although cooperative multi-agent systems approach provides promising 

solutions for the design issues, it is attached to several assumptions, such as the 

existence of a master-slave relationship between the agents of the system. 

1.2 Scope of the Thesis 

The thesis of this research posits the development of a multi-agent modeling ap- 

proach for cooperative information gathering sys tem in open environment. The goal 

of this research is to develop a cooperative information gathering system (CIGS) 

in open domain to f a  the users7 interest. 

In a cooperative information gathering system, it is assumed that the entities 

of the system have no global control and viewpoint. To deal with the dynamic 

and uncert ain characteris tics of the environment, i t is necessary to t hese entities 

that the concepts of intelligence and rationality be incorporated. We refer to these 

entities as 'agents7. In general, an agent can reason about its knowledge, act on 

that knowledge, cooperate, and coordinate inteligently and rationdy with other 

agents during the course of achieving global andfor individual goals. 

For large-scale networks of distributed information systems with agents having 

limited knowledge and capabilities, what necessitates the need for cooperative re- 

trieval and dynamic construction of responses to queries. The work presented in 

this thesis is based on viewing cooperation as a characteristic of an entity that has 

the will to help others on achieving their goals whenever it is both possible and 

beneficial. To allow agents to deal with other agents that might exhibit different 

types of behaviors , different s trategies are proposed. These s trat egies enable agent's 

behavior to range fiom selfish to benevolent. 
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To deal with the main design issues for a cooperative information gathering 

sys tem using agent-orientation, t his thesis adop ted the Coordinated Intelligent Ra- 

tional Agent (CIR-Agent) model [@]. This model provides an integrated solution 

for the main design issues, such as autonomy, heterogeneity and transparency that 

support the design principles for cooperative information gathering. In the CIR- 

Agent model: 

0 Autonomy is incorporated by modeling an agent as an independent proactive 

entity that has the ability to make decisions concerning its own actions with- 

out any external interference. Furthemore, the existence of the agent is not 

justified by the existence of other agents. 

O Heterogeneity is dealt with by modeling an agent as a goal-driven entity. 

This allows agents to interact with each other at the 'goal level' and hides the 

interna1 structure of the agents. 

O Transparency is achieved by modeling an agent as a cooperative, coordi- 

nated agent that is capable of seeking and constmcting connections with 

other agents. 

To deal wit h au tonomy, het erogeneity and transparency at clifferent abs trac- 

tion levels of the information gathering problem in open environment, this thesis 

proposes a t hree-tier architecture for cooperative information gat hering sys tems 

(CIGS). At the front end of the system, the User Agents interact with the users to 

fuliîll their interests and preferences. At the back end of the system, the Resource 

Agents access and capture the content and changes of the information resources. At 

the middle tier of the system, the Broker Agents facilitate cooperation amang the 

agents. Each agent is equipped with coordination mechanisms. These mechanisms 
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inchde three interaction devices': namely, assignment, redundancy avoidance and 

knowledge update. 

To provide a common communication language between the agents, Knowledge 

Query Manipulation Language (KQML) is utilized. Thus, the semantics of the 

speech acts that are required by the agents during interaction are identified. To 

specZy the conversion patterns between the agents, finite state machines are used. 

Findy, the proposed sys tem that incorporates the design principles and deals with 

the main design issues is implemented. 

1.3 Organization of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the work in distributed databases and 

clistnb~ted artificial intelligence that is relevant to solving problems related to the 

main design issues (aut onomy, he terogeneity, transparency) . A survey of several 

at temp ts of sys tem7s architecture for information gathering is discussed. C hap ter 

3 presents a view of information and how it can be used to mode1 information re- 

sources. This chapter also provides a review of some views and definitions that can 

serve as the basis for defming and analyzing the concept of cooperation. Chapter 

4 provides a detailed description of the system architecture and the functionality, 

architecture and design of the individual agents. Chapter 5 describes the imple- 

mentation of the proposed system, and demonstrates the feasibility of the system 

on different scenarios. Finally, chapter 6 liighlights the key issues covered in this 

dissertation with a silmmary of the main contributions of this research and future 

work. 

'Devices are means by which an agent interacts with other agents to resolve problems that  are 

related to the type of interdependencies [45]. 



Chapter 2 

Relat ed Works 

The task of information gathering requires locating, retrieving and integrating in- 

formation that might be dis tributed. The main objective of this chap ter is to review 

some of the work done in distributed databases and distributed artificial intelligence 

as related to the main design issues of distributed information systems. Then, this 

chapter provides a brief description of some of the research attempts related to 

agent-based architecture for information gat hering. 

2.1 Main Design Issues of Distributed 

Informat ion Systems 

Researchers in the fields of distributed databases (DDBs) and distributed artficial 

intelligence (DAI) have been concerned with several design issues with specific focus 

on autonomy, heterogeneity and transparency. The foUowing subsections provide a 

brief review of some solutions related to these issues. 
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2.1.1 Autonomy 

Autonomy is a desirable feature in dis tributed systems. Autonomous entities (sys- 

tems) are able to perform jobs based on their importance; adapt to the needs of 

the users; and tolerate failures. 

In distributed database systems (DDBSs), severd types of autonomy have been 

identxed [33, 931: 

a association autonomy -the ability of a database system (DBS) to decide 

whether and how much to share its functiondity and resources with others; 

a communication autonomy -the ability of a DBS to decide whether to com- 

municate, when and how it responds to a request, with other DBSs; 

execution autonomy -the ability of a DBS to decide whether and how to 

handle externally generated operations. 

These types of autonomy can be viewed as control for three different functions of 

DB Ss: namely, sharing hctionality and resources, communication, and executing 

tasks. A major problem with this view, the level of autonomy is predetermined. 

In DAI, the entities are assumed to be equipped with reasoning capabilities 

about their environment. The Carnot project [IO31 has focused on relatively static 

environments of centralized and distributed enterprise databases where information 

is centrally managed. The objective of this project was to virtually d y  physically 

dis tributed enterprise-wide, heterogeneous information resources. In this approach 

the integration of information is enabled by the use of the Cyc common-sense 

knowledge base [64], where the models of the enterprise are related to each other 

through a global context by means of articulation axioms. Similar to Carnot, 
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in the Infomaster project [42] the aim is to provide integrated access to multiple 

he terogeneous information sources; in t his approach the integration of information 

is centrally managed by the facilitator, which harmonizes the heterogeneity among 

the information sources using a common schema. 

Alternatively, the InfoSleuth project [9, 541 is based on a multi-agent system for 

heterogeneous information resources in open and dynamic environments. In this 

approach, ail the agents of the system have to announce and update their presence, 

location, and capabilities to one specific type of agent, the broker agent. In this 

system, the agent's autonomy depends on the existence and the functionality of the 

other specialized agents that should be involved to accomplish the desired goal. In 

addition, the broker agent has the global view of all other agents in terms of their 

capabdities and existence. In InfoSleuth the agents that collaborate together to 

perform a task on behalf of a user are classified into the following types: a user agent, 

which uses knowledge of the system7s cornmon domain mode1 (ontology) to assist 

the user in formulating queries and displaying results; an ontology agent, which 

provides an o v e r d  knowledge of ontology and aoswers queries about ontology; a 

broker agent, which receives and stores a l l  the advertisements and capabilities of 

all agents; a resource agent, which provides mapping kom the common ontology 

to the database schema and language native to its resource; an analysis agent, 

which corresponds to resource agents that axe specialized for data analysis/mining 

methods; a task execution agent, which uses information supplied by the broker 

agent to ident& the resources that have the requested information, routes requests 

to the appropriate resource agents and reassembles the results; and a monitor agent, 

which track the agents interactions and the task execution steps. 

Another approach based on the multi-agent system has been proposed [15, 1001 

to provide a distributed system architecture for a large scale digital library envi- 



ronment at the University of Michigan. The interaction between agents of this 

system is achieved through negotiation processes based on the WALRAS system, a 

market-oriented programming environment [73, 991. Although, the agents of this 

system are designed to make their decisions based on their own perspective for pro- 

viding services, the agents7 autonorny depend on the presence and functionality of 

the regis try agent to achieve their goals. In this approach, the agents are classified 

into the following three ditferent types: user interface agents, mediator agents and 

collections agents. User interface agents encapsulate user queries into the Univer- 

sity of Michigan Digital Library (UMDL) protocols. The user agent also publishes 

the user's profile to the appropriate agents, which are used by mediator agents to 

guide the search. Mediator agents which are further classified into: registry agents 

that capture the addresses and the contents of each resource; query planning agents 

receive queries and route them to the appropriate resources, and then collect the 

results; and facilitator agents to mediate negotiation among agents. Collection in- 

terface agents that pedorm the translation between the agents and the resources, 

and publish the contents of a collection that consists of a set of documents. 

In MACRON (Multi-agent Architecture for Cooperative Retrieval ONiine) [79] 

the agents are orgaluzed into a functional and a query-answering units. Each unit 

has a bc t i ona l  manager and a set of other agents. The manager agents of these 

units negotiate during interaction for assigning jobs; however, the agents of the 

functional units interact wit h their managers using a mas ter-slave protocol. 

2.1.2 Heterogeneity 

Heterogeneity usudy  arises in distributed systems design because different tech- 

nobgy might be used, different designers might be involved and/or the meanhg of 
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the concepts might be changed over time; this results in technical and conceptual 

differences (heterogeneity) between the entities of the system. 

For instance, in DDBSs heterogeneity can be categorized into those related to 

the differences in DBMSs (technical), those related to the Merences in data models 

(conceptual), or a combination of them [67, 931. In federated database systems 

(FDBS) heterogeneity at the conceptual level has been de& with as follows. The 

local schemas are transiated into equivalent hornogeneous component schema using 

a canonical or common data model. The definitions of the available parts of these 

component schemas are defined as export  schernas and finally their integration into 

a federated schema of the federation. The views that are customized for each user 

are d e h e d  as external schemas. 

IR Carnot [17, 531 integrated access to multiple heterogeneous databases is ac- 

cornplished by mapping each local database schema into a global schema and vice 

versa. These two-way mappings are represented as a set of logical equivalencies, 

called articulation axioms [52]. Thus, information in the local databases can be 

accessed either through the view provided by global schema or through the view 

provided by a local database schema. This approach however is based on the 

assumption that the Cyc knowledge will provide a comprehensive common repre- 

sentation. 

The Infomaster project [29, 421 provides a solution to the problem of integrating 

a variety of heterogeneous distributed information sources by developing dXerent 

wrappers on top of each resource. The facilitator utilizes a set of rules and con- 

straints to describe information sources and translation among these sources. 

In InfoSleuth [35, 101, 1021 an ontology based approach is used. In this ap- 

proach, the agreement among the various agents on the terms for specifying agent 
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context and the context of the information handled by the agents is the function of 

the ontology agent. Dealing with the heterogeneity issue in this approach is based 

on the global view provided by the ontology agent. 

At UMDL [6] heterogeneity has been dealt with using a conspectus language 

(CL) and protocol for agent interaction and negotiation. CL is used as a common 

language to describe the agents7 contents, capabilities and the structure of the 

documents. The mediator agents using information gathered from the conspectus 

determine the subset of appropriate collection interface agents, which are capable 

of handling the query. The proposed approach in MACRON [25] has dealt with 

he terogeneity by designing goal-driven agent S. 

In designing distributed systems, it is highly desirable to fkee users from having to 

identify where the information of interest is located and how to access and retrieve 

it. 

For example, in tightly coupled federated database sys tems (FDBSs ) location, 

replication and distribution transparency are provided [85, 931. This is accom- 

plished by developing a federated schema that integrates multiple export schemas. 

The transparencies are provided by mapping between the federated and the export 

schemas, such that the user can pose a query against either a single schema or 

multiple federation schemas without knowing where the requested data is located. 

A central federation adminis trator defines and manages the federated schema and 

the external schemas related to it. 

In contrast, in loosely coupled FDBSs no global or partial static schema in- 

tegration takes place and thus no transparency is provided. Instead of a central 
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federation adminis trator, the user mus t find the appropriate export schemas that 

can provide the required data and d e h e  the respective mapping operations. In 

the above systems, the integration of the DBSs managed either by the users of the 

federation or by the administrator of the FDBS together with the administrators of 

the DBSs. The amount of integration depends on the needs of federation users and 

desires of the administrators of the DBSs to participate in the federakion and share 

their databases. Therefore, the system management is dependent on the users of 

the federation. 

A Distributed Semantic Query Manager (DSQM) [104] has been proposed to 

execute queries and/or updates against integrated information resources in the 

context of enterprise integration. Using the articulation axioms in the architecture 

of DSQM was one of the main ideas to dynamically expand a query into sub- 

queries that access all semantically equivalent and relevant information resources 

to be transparent to the user. In this approach, however, the Enterprise Modeling 

and Mode1 Integration Software Tool is used to generate the articulation axioms 

when a database schema is initially integrated. 

Transparency in Infomaster [5] is achieved through the facilitator that deter- 

mines which sources contain the information necessary to answer the query, and 

provides the illusion of a centralized, homogeneous information sys tem to the user. 

Alternatively, transparency in the InfoSleuth sys tem [81] has been achieved 

through the broker agents. The broker agents are responsible for identifying the 

capable agents that are required for handling the query received from the user 

agent. 

In UMDL [16] transparency is achieved by allowing the agents to interact to 

answer a query? where the query planning agents receive queries and route them to 
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resources and then collect the results. SimilarIy, in MACRON [25] transparency is 

achieved through agents interaction, at which the query manager agent seeks the 

relevant information resources t hrough the fimctional manager agents. 

2.2 Information Gathering Systems 

The vast growth of information space in the Internet and large scale Intranet com- 

puting environments has been a major contribution in motivating many researchers 

to challenge the problem of information gathering. In this section, some of these 

research attempts are briefly discussed. 

In the InfoSleuth project [76, 771 the focus was on providing a framework for 

designing large-scale software applications that retsieve, fuse and analyze informa- 

tion in dynamic heterogeneous information sys tems. In this project, the s trategy 

was based on the deployment of agent-based architecture, in which the system 

architecture is divided into four hierarchical layers : Agent Application, Generic 

Agent, Conversation, and Message layer. This classification is based on the type 

of the messages that each layer supports. Each agent is classified in terms of its 

functionality with a specialized ad hoc architecture that is driven by the required 

functionality. The notion of agenthood in this approach has not been utilized as a 

modeling tool for cooperative dis tributed systems; rather it is viewed as a develop- 

ing met hodology. 

In the UMDL project [15] the focus was on providing an agent-based infrastruc- 

ture for digital library services. In this approach, the interaction between the agents 

has been viewed within an economic framework as consumer-producer relationships 

[73]. The system architecture of UMDL is divided into three main classes including 
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user, mediator and collection agents. Similar to the Idosleuth, each agent can be 

considered as a mode1 with ad hoc architecture driven by the requîred functionality. 

The work in [59] has developed a multi-agent system for information gathering in 

distributed and heterogeneous environments. This approach viewed the information 

gathering system as a network of information agents. The system comprises a 

group of agents of one type identified by information agents, where each agent 

wraps an information resource and has models of other agents. The goal of each 

agent is to provide information and expertise on a specXc topic by drawing on 

relevant information fkom O ther information agents. The agent architecture is based 

on Services and Information Management for decision Systems (SIMS) [l], Loom 

Interface Manager (LIM) [80] and a planner called Sage [57]. 

In [66] the problem of information gathering has been viewed as distributed 

problem solving for which a multi-agent system is considered an appropriate so- 

lution. The system architecture comprises two types of agent units: query- and 

func tion-units. Top-level queries drive the creation of par t idy elaborated infor- 

mation gathering plans, resulting in the employment of multiple semi-autonomous, 

cooperative agents for the purpose of achieving goals and sub-goals within those 

plans. The agent architecture is based on the Generalized Partial Global Planning 

(GPGP) [26]. The main assumption of GPGP is that the problem can be modeled 

within the distributed problem-solving context. Although this assumption provides 

useful heuristics for closed environments, it is not redistic for open environments 

where generating PGP is not attainable. The RETSINA [96] and DECAF [46] 

projects extended these at tempts at the architecture level by introducing multi- 

agent infrastructure. The objective in these projects is to support reusable agent 

types (Interface, Task Agents and Information Agents) that can be adapted to ad- 

dress a variety of different domain-specific problems. However, each agent inherited 
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the same architecture of its predecessors [25]. 

2.3 Summary 

Researchers fiom DDBSs a d  DAI have been concerned with several design issues 

including autonomy, heterogeneity and transparency. From the preceding litera- 

ture review it can be concluded that the solutions provided have some drawbacks- 

In dealing with the autonomy issue for example, the systems are considered to 

be deterministic in distributed database systems, whereas in most approaches of 

distributed artificial intelligence either there is a master slave relationship or the 

system depends on the existence and the functionality of one specific agent. In 

dealing with heterogeneity, there are some good efforts towards providing languages 

and protocols to facilitate interaction between systems. However, due to the de- 

pendency on having one system with a global view, the heterogeneity issue is not 

completely resolved. Transparency in DDBSs are user-dependent, in which users 

participate in the system control, whereas a multi-agent systems approach provides 

an appropriate solution by dowing the agents to interact and work together for 

achieving users' goals. 

Many researchers have at temp ted to develop sys tems for information gather- 

ing based on multi-agent systems. These attempts have shown some limitations 

due to their initial view of the problem, such as viewing information gathering as 

distributed problem solving. 

The main objective of this proposed research is to address these significant 

shortcomings by viewing information gathering in a different way. This research will 

provide a better understanding of the domain and utilise the appropriate technology 

to provide solutions for the design issues. 



Chapter 3 

Cooperative Information 

Gat hering Systems 

A natural st arting point for designing information gat hering sys tems is to under- 

stand the fundamental aspects of the domain: namely, data and information. This 

chap ter discusses our understanding of information witlun the scope of an infor- 

mation gathering problem. The view of information gathering in distributed envi- 

ronments as cooperative information gathering is then presented. Finally, a brief 

review of some of the work attempting to understand the concept of cooperation is 

presented; followed by an andysis identifying the agent's cooperative behavior. 

3.1 A View of Information 

The terms 'data' and 'information' are usually used interchangeably. However, in 

tliis thesis data refers to a collection of electronic signals (bits) that c m  be used as 

a basis for computation and reasoning. Information refers to a collection of data 
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that has a 'meanin,-fiii7 pattern. This distinction facilitates how information can 

be viewed in a computer-based environment. 

Conventiondy, information has been viewed as a physical entity. This con- 

vention may hold for systems that require intervention of humans who are able 

to interpret and reason about this entity; however, the aim is to design systems 

t hat are capable of reasoning about and rnanipulating information intelligently. To 

manipulate the information (Le., to locate andlor retrieve information), it is nec- 

essary to mode1 the information in such a way that we are able to determine the 

appropriate and necessary operators. 

For this purpose, information is viewed as the characteris tics of physical entities 

called information resources. One of these characteristics is topic and denoted by 

T of the information resource IR. A topic T is defined as a pat tem that consists of 

a set of concepts, or: 

T =< Ci, ..., Cn > .  

Where Ci is a concept i, and n is the nuniber of concepts representing T .  This 

can be demonstrated for example on a topic such as 'weather7; 'weather' may then 

be represented as a set of concepts associated with a specific pattern, such as 

temperature and pressure. Each concept may be treated as a topic. A topic can 

be represented syntactically by a set of words, each of which is associated with 

ontologicd meaning. The second characteristic is quality, Q, to quantZy the degree 

of relevance of the information resource with respect to a topic. 
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3.2 Document Representat ion 

The content of an information resource can be unstructured (e-g. flat files), semi- 

structured (e.g. html files) or structured (e.g. databases). In this work the focus 

was on semi-structured information. 

In a document not al1 the concepts are equdy  important to its content. Thus, 

importance factors (or qualities) are assigned to the concepts in proportion to their 

presumed importance for the document topic [83]. Then a document (d) can be 

represented using the vector space model [84] as: 

where Qr represents the quality of concept Ci in document d. 

In the vector space model, the quality of a concept is the product of its frequency 

( C ' ,  in a document and its inverse frequency (idn. The inverse frequency is used 

to raise the importance of the concepts that appear in fewer documents, while 

diminishing that of generic concepts across different topics. Therefore, the concept 

qualities can be calculated as: 

where C fd , j  is the frequency of concept C j  in document d: and i d f j  is the inverse 

fiequency of the concept Cj  in the collection of documents. One commonly used 

measure of the inverse fkequency is 

where nj is the number of documents containing concept Cj7 and ND is the to- 

tal number of documents in collection D; where, D is an identifier for a specific 
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collection. A collection refers to the context within which the inverse document 

fiequency is evaluated. Findy, the representation of a document that contains 

dl the concepts and their associated qualities can be extracted. Hence, informa- 

tion resources can be represented as a set of concepts (concepts-qualities vector) 

associated with their qualities as: 

where Qc, represents the quality of concept C, in the information resource IR. 

3.3 Cooperative Distributed Systems 

Globalization becomes a key to the success of any organization. Every organi- 

zation depends on knowledge for effectively and efficiently executing it s business 

mission. Often the necessary information to fd5I.l that organization's requirements 

is dispersed over many local/remote resources. Traditional information retrieval 

systems require the user to supply the query and the location of the information 

resource. Furthermore, in such a complex and dynamic environment it is clear that 

cooperation between the entities of the system for information gathering becomes 

a necessity. Researchers in Milous clisciplines such as distributed databases, dis- 

tributed artificial intelligence and social psychology have described the cooperation 

from different perspectives. The objective of this section is to review some of the 

research related to cooperation and how it facilitates a generic definition. 

Distributed Computing Systems: Research in this field has viewed Cooper- 

ation as the characteristic of a group of processors working together to balance 

the load between them [48]. For example, in the sender-initiated approach the 
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overloaded processor attempts to find an under loaded processor, whereas in the 

receiver-initiated approach the under loaded processor attempts to find an over- 

loaded processor [32]. Although no defmi tion for cooperation is given, different 

strategies using different algorithms were proposed. These strategies include: re- 

ducing others' loads when less loaded, and reducing local load when overloaded. 

Researchers in distributed information systems have described cooperation as 

the characteristic of several processes' behavior within the context of the system 

structure [88]. There are several paradigms that are used to structure an infor- 

mation system; these paradigms can be classified based on which process makes 

the decision to cooperate. For example, in a master-slave based mode1 a master 

process initiates and controls any dialogue with other (slave) processes, whereas 

slave processes respond to comrnands from a single fmaster) process and exchange 

messages when invited by the master process. 

Distributed Databases: In distributed database management cooperation is de- 

fined in terms of integrating multiple schemas into a global scheme [97]. Two views 

have been provided for describing cooperation between databases [52]; in both views 

however, cooperation is described as the characteristic of the collective behavior of 

all databases to integrate their local schema into either a global or federated schema. 

Decision Theory: In t his field, cooperation and competition were considered as 

the two main behaviors that entities might exhibit. Cooperation has been viewed 

as the characteristic of the entities that try to avoid confiïct, while each attempts 

to maximize its payoff [19, 391. 

Social Behavior: There have been various approaches to the study of cooperation 
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in different fields such as psychology and biology. These approaches are centered 

on different lines of investigation, theories and research findings in the context of 

social behavior. We review some of these approaches in the following pages. 

Experimental Bused App~oaches: Some approaches, such as Deutsch experiments 

[27, 281, have been based on external reward as the basis for viewing cooperation 

and competition. It has been noted that cooperation would always coexist with 

competition. Conversely, in the cooperative condition, if the group was successfd 

(for example, in cornpetition with another group), a reward would be shared equally 

amoiig the members. In the cornpetitive condition, the most successfüI individual 

in the group would be rewarded. Also, it has been observed that members of the 

cooperative groups are more friendly, supportive, trusting and open to one another 

than members of the cornpetitive groups. In this approach, people cooperate to 

achieve shared group goals because they are linked to the individuals' goals. These 

members help each other because it is rewarding. Although no precise definition 

for cooperation is given, research described some of the parameters for defining 

cooperation, such as help and reward. 

Argyle [2] argued that cooperation is important in social behavior and should 

not be based only on external rewaxds. Based on this view, cooperation is defined 

as acting together in a coordinated way at work, at leisure, in social relationships, 

in the pursuit of shared goals, in the enjoyment of the joint activity, or simply 

in furthering the relationship. Thus, individuals have to evaluate the situation in 

order to cooperate towards a comrnon goal. 

Another definition of cooperation has been proposed by Huntingford [51]. Co- 

operation is dehed  as acting jointly with other individuals or working with indi- 

viduals towards a common goal. Huntingford uses animals as an example; female 
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lions track down prey in groups, searching and staLking together and often setting 

up elaborate ambushes. Following a successful hunt the prey is shared by all mem- 

bers of the pride [Il] .  Cooperation has also been defined by Marwell and Schmidt 

[70] as joint behavior that is directed toward a goal in which the individuals have 

a common interest. Each of these approaches focussed on the common interest of 

the individuals . 

Cooperation and helping have been seen as closely related concepts [2]. The co- 

operation choice is based on maJcimizing joint benefits, whereas the helping choice 

maxùnizes the benefits of one individual. Based on this view, cooperation involves 

helping, but in both directions. Grzelak and Derlega [47] have also distinguished be- 

tween cooperation and helping. In their study, help is characterized in terms of the 

unilateral dependence of individuals on others, whereas cooperation is character- 

ized in terms of mutual dependence among individuals. Nevertheless, the instances 

of cooperation are viewed to be sirnilar to those of helping [87] in that both in- 

volve the interdependence between the individuals of social intention, including the 

costs and benefits. In this view, both parties benefit and both experience costs, 

but their benefits and costs differ. The costs and benefits may take different forms 

such as psychological, moral, social, and/or material. Furthermore, cooperation 

is a relative concept and characterizing an act as cooperative between individuals 

rnay involve a value judgement. Whether an act is judged cooperative may de- 

pend on who is judging. The same act may appear cooperative to one individual 

and non-cooperative to another. For example, intervening to prevent a crime may 

be cooperative to the victim but not the offender. In these views, cost, benefit 

and intention aspects have been considered as the main aspects of cooperation and 

helping . 

Another study on cooperation [71] is based on the intentions driven for posi- 
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tive social behavior. In this study, researchers have observed that there are a wide 

range of intentions of individuals underlying the positive social behavior, it is &O 

difficult to establish an individual's intentions [34]. Dawes [20] also argues that in 

many situations, individuals who try to pursue private benefits may have a positive 

effect on others. In these studies, intention was the only aspect considered when 

studying cooperation. 

In summary, most of the researchers in the experimental based approach have 

considered cost, benefits and/or intentions as the main aspects for their views and 

definitions of cooperation. However, the focus was devoted to individual self inter- 

est and common goals. 

Theoretical Based Approaches: Some of the major theories that have been proposed 

to explain different kinds of social behavior are classified as: cost-benefit theories; 

reciprocity, equity and the just world theories; empathy, arousal and tension the- 

ories; moral standards theories; and sequential theories. These theories have been 

used to study cooperation in e-xperiments and discussed in the following pages. 

Cost-Benefit theories focus on identifying situations in which individuals cooperate 

based on external rewards. These theories suggest that individuals will cooperate 

if the benefits of cooperating outweigh the costs. Different dimensions have been 

suggested in measuring costs and benefits: effort or harm as the cost of cooperat- 

hg,  self blarne as the cost of not cooperating, and praise from self as the benefit 

of cooperating [82]. Testing these theories however, requires the operationalization 

and measuring of the costs and benefits, or rewards and punishrnents [4] based on 

the individual's pas t experience. 

Reciprocity, Equity and the Just World theories focus on identifying situations 
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in which people cooperate based on social relationships. The reciprocity theory 

suggests that an individual who has been helped is usually obliged to repay this 

help in some way [12]. Equity theory suggests that individuals will act so as to 

maintain equity in relationships; that is, a proper balance between a person's ben- 

efits and the efforts s/he exerts [49]. The 'Just World' theory [65] assumes that 

people want to believe in a world characterized by justice, where people deserve 

what they get and get what they deserve. 

Empathy, Arousal <and Tension theories describe situations in which people may 

cooperate based on an individual's internal state. These theories all assume that 

people cooperate in order to reduce unpleasant internal states. The empathy theory 

suggests that a person who observes someone in need vicariously experiences the 

other7s distress, which is unpleasant [3]. The arousal theory suggests that a person 

who observes someone in necd has an increased arousal level [82]. The tension 

theory [50] suggests that the existence of the unfulfiUed goal gives rise to tension, 

which is unpleasant. Thus, reducing or elirninating these unpleasant internal states 

c m  be achieved by cooperation. However, the problem with these theories as with 

some of the other theories, is how to measure the internal state. 

Moral standards theories at temp t to explain the tendency of human mordity. These 

theories suggest that children pass through a series of stages of moral development 

[SI. In the first stage, the children cooperate in order to obtain rewards or avoid 

punishments. In the second they cooperate in order to comply with the commands 

of those in authority. In the third, they cooperate as a response to other people's 

needs. In the fourth they cooperate to gain social approval. In the fifth, the empha- 

sis is on reciprocity they cooperate with others hoping to gain help in the future. 

In the sixth they cooperate with no expectation of extrinsic rewaïd, and altruism 
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is said to be a developmental achievement- 

Sequential Theories address the decision processes involved in cooperation. These 

theories suggest that cooperation be broken into a sequence of decision stages. La- 

tane and Darley [62] proposed a five stage process for bystander intervention. The 

bystander has to notice that something is happening, has to interpret it as an emer- 

gency, has to decide that it is his personal responsibility to act, has to decide what 

f o m  of help to give, and has to actually help. 

In summary, research in the theoretical based approach has been focused on 

ident@ng aspects such as cost, benefit and/or past experience that are required 

for motivating individu& to cooperate. This research however, requires the op- 

erationalization and measuring of these aspects and lacks a precise defuiition for 

cooperation. 

Cooperation in DAI: In distributed artiiîcial intelligence cooperation has been 

considered as a central concept for designing multi-agent systems. In this Section, 

some of the efforts are bnefly discussed. 

In one view Durfee, and his colleagues [30] treated cooperation as the charac- 

teristic of the collective behavior of several entities during the course of achieving 

a common decomposable goal. Each entity separately attempts to achieve its por- 

tion of the goal. Then, the entities are committed to help each other to achieve the 

goal. Other researchers [9, 601 have taken the same approach. Cooperation has also 

been viewed as the entities' behavior directed toward a common goal [68]. In this 

view , the entities are characterized by being rational and benevolent for achieving 

a common goal(s). 

In another work [23], cooperation has been viewed as a fundamental property of 
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an agent, through which it enables the agent to work with other agents to perform 

a task. This property is designed implicitly and includes competition when an 

agent needs to compete in achieving a task. In this work, cooperation is viewed 

as a special case of coordination and has been described as having a structure and 

classified as 'trivial7 and 'non-trivial7 [22]. In the former (trivial), a single send and 

single received is involved, whereas in the latter (non- trivial) multiple exchanges 

me involved. 

Another work [15] described cooperation as the characteristic of the collective 

behavior of several self-interes ted entities; t hese entities work on achieving a com- 

mon goal within an economic framework [73]. The objective of each entity is to 

choose an activity with a maximum profit to achieve its goals, where the process 

of achieving this goal is supported by a negotiation strategy. Similarly, the work of 

Sandip and his colleagues [6g, 861 describes cooperation as the characteris tic of the 

collective behavior of self interested agents based on the principle of reciprocity, 

which means that agents help others who have helped them in the past or can 

help them in the future. According to this approach, a probabilistic reciprocity is 

introduced to promote cooperative behavior between self-interested agents with a 

fair distribution of the workload. This approach assumed that all agents know the 

cost of the goal by each individual and able to achieve it by their own. The agents 

decide whether or not to help other agents by using the values of benefits and costs. 

Hence, agents are promoted to heip other agents only if the cost of achieving the 

goal is lower than the cost incurred by the agent that has to achieve that goal. 

Alternatively, the work proposed in [72] has described cooperation as the char- 

acteristic of the collective behavior of several entities in a society, which are taking 

a benevolent action without looking for an imrnediate reward. These entities act 

benevolently while achieving their own goals given that those actions might help 
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other agents in the society. In another view [43] cooperation has been defined as the 

characteristic of the agents having the wilt to help each other in trading knowledge 

as well as in achieving th& goals whenever it is beneficial and possible. 

Another work [55, 561 has described cooperation as the chlacteristic of agents 

that are socidy responsible. A socially responsible agent selects an action that 

has a joint benefit greater than the joint loss; a joint benefit is the combination 

of the acting agent's sole benefit, that the agent7s shared benefit and other agents7 

shared benefit. In this view, the society's benefit becomes more of concern to the 

individual benefit . 

In [43] cooperation is viewed as a characteristic of the entities' behavior that 

tends to reach mutual benefits during the course of achieving their goals. In such an 

environment each entity has the will to help others and is capable of evaluating the 

costs and benefits. Hence, a definition of cooperation similar to that of Ghenniwa's 

[43] is adopted, in which cooperation can be described in terms of an entity's will 

to help others to achïeve their goals whenever it is both possible and beneficial. 

This definition captures the main aspects of cooperation such as help and benefit. 

Furthermore, this definition can be used as a base for analyzing different types of 

behaviors that range from self-interested to benevolent; a self-interested agent se- 

lects actions that maxïmize its benefits, whereas a benevolent agent selects actions 

that maximize others7 benefits. However, the behavioristic view of this character- 

istic has to be designed explicitly for the entity to choose the appropriate degree of 

cooperation. 

In summary, some of the researchers in DAI have considered cooperation as 

the characteristic of the collective behavior of several entities during the course 

of achieving a common goal, while other researchers lack precise definitions and 
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mixing between cooperation, collaboration and coordination. 

3.4 Agent's Cooperative Behavior 

The previous section has described several attempts to define cooperation. The 

objective of this section is to provide an analysis for cooperation based on the 

following definition: cooperation is a characteristic of an entity that has the will to 

help other entities to achieve their goals whenever it is both possible and beneficial. 

In a multi-agent environment an agent may interact with other agents: each of 

which may exhibit a different degree of cooperative behavior. Thus, it is recognized 

that an  agent should be equipped with Merent interaction strategies. To speak 

to these s trategies formallyf a quantitative representation needs to be considered. 

The main parameters that can be used to i d e n t e  the degree of cooperation are 

the recipient's profit out of cooperation engagement, which can be represented as a 

utility function H; and the provider's profit out of cooperation engagement, which 

also can be represented as a utility function B. Based on these parameters the 

behavior of an agent can be described as benevolent, seEsh, or cooperative as 

follows: benevolent behavior in which an agent rnaximizes the recipients' utility H; 

selfish behavior in which an agent maximizes its own utility B; cooperative behavior 

in which an agent maximizes the agents' utility, m~li-,ssib;e-,,L;,(B + H ) .  

All of the aforementioned behaviors can be measured by an observer, reflected 

by ove rd  actions or predicted fkom the strategies used. Although the agent's 

behavior can range Tom selfish to benevolent, the focus of this work is on cooper- 

ative behavior for information gathering. A detailed treatment of this behavior is 

described within the context of the agent model in section 4.4. 
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3.4.1 Measure of Cost-Units 

The coherency of measuring cost is essential in describing the agents7 behavior 

within the context of decision making in a multi-agent environment. This coherency 

can be achieved by using a standard definition of the cost unit that should be used 

by all agents for measuring cost. This is not an appropriate approach for open 

environment, because different agents might prefer to use different metric systems. 

For example, one agent might calculate the cost in terms of tirne, whereas monetary 

based system might be appropriate for another agent. One possible solution is to 

d o w  each agent to adopt its own metric system of cost with the ability to exchange 

that to another systern. In the former method, each agent can have a function that 

maps between the local and non-local costs for every agent willing to cooperate. In 

the latter, a common repository or a specialized agent (e.g., a bank agent) knows 

the exchange rates between the agents. 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, our view of information and how it can be modeled within the 

context of electronic domain has been provided. Due to the distributed nature 

of information resources, the dynamic nature of information gathering, and the 

possibility that new heterogeneous information resources are added or removed, 

a cooperative distributed system approach is considered as a design paradigm for 

information gathering. From the preceding literature review that is related to 

cooperation, we concluded that cooperation is amorphous concept. However, some 

researchers view cooperation within the scope of a specific aspect, such as self 

interest or common goals. Although the agent's behavior can range fiom selfish 



to benevolent, the focus of this work is on cooperative behavior for information 

gathering. 



Chapter 4 

Cooperative Information 

Gat hering: Agent Mode1 

This chapter describes the proposed information gathering system in detail. First, 

the information gathering environment is described. Next, an architecture for the 

information gathering system is discussed. This discussion is then followed by a 

description of the functionality, ~chitecture and design of the individual agents. 

4.1 Cooperative Information Gathering 

Environment 

In an agent-based model, the cooperative information gathering environment can 

be described in terms of two main ty-pes of entities, as shown in Figure 4.1: 

(1) a set of agents as active entities that are able to perform operations on the 

information and denoted by AG={Ag,, . . . , A g i ) ,  where, A g j  is the name of 
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agent j E {1,. . . . i); 
(2) a set of objects as passive entities that carry the information and are denoted 

by OB={Obl, . . . , Obn), where, Obj is the name of object j E (1, - . . , n). In 

this model for cooperative information gathering (CIG) , ob jects are further 

classified into: (a) a set of information resources and (b) agent bufFers. 

(a) The set of information resources is denoted by I R  = {IRl7 . . - , IRl}? 

each of which is characterized by topic and quality representing some 

sort of information. This includes public information resources that can 

be accessed by one or more agents and private information resources that 

can be processed by one agent only. 

(b) Agent bders ,  denoted by A B  = {ABi, . . . , ABi), are an information 

resource that can be processed by one agent only for tramferring iufor- 

mation to and fi-om its private information resources. 

A global time line is used to model agent's actions during execution. A discrete and 

continuous notion of times is used to represent the execution of actions. A discrete 

time notion represents the start and the end points on the time Line at which the 

execution will take place. A continuous time notion represents the time interval 

that iapses between the two ends. 

4.1.1 The World 

The world is a structural representation of the elements of the environment and 

the relationships among them. For example, an information resource would have 

a unary relationship to represent the topic it carries, such as 'weather'. The set of 
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Different users 

CIGS 

~nformation monitoring 

Dynamic information 
resources 

Figure 4.1: Cooperative information Gathering Environment. 
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relationships that might exis t between the elements of the information gathering 

environment c m  be described as follows: 

0 Topic(I&), is a unary relationship on object IR; to represent the topic of 

information that I R .  carries. The value of Topic(IR-) can be a set of topics. 

0 Quali ty(IR; ,T) ,  where T refers to a topic, is a binary relationship between 

an object IR;  and some topic T to represent the quality of information that 

IR; carries with respect to T .  The value of Quality(IR;, 2') can be a number 

representing the ratio between the number of occurrences of a topic to the 

total number of occurrences of the top topics. 

A w ! ~ ( A B ~ , ~ ) ,  is a unary relationship on the buffer A B  of agent Ag; to repre- 

sent that Ag; is authorized to clear its buffer. An agent cannot clear its buffer 

unless it is authorized to do so. The value of Auth(ABAgi) is either true or 

false. 

The rest of this chapter is devoted to providlig a detailed description of devel- 

oping agent-based system architecture for cooperative information gathering. The 

objective is to design cooperative, coordinated, intelligent, rational agents for the 

environment described above. 

4.2 Cooperative Information Gathering System 

Architecture 

A cooperative information gathering sys tem (CIGS) is a multi-agent sys tern, in 

which each agent is autonomous, cooperative, coordinated, intelligent, rationd and 
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able to communicate with other agents to fulfill the user's needs. The architecture 

of the system is designed to help users to locate, retrieve and integrate information 

from distributed resources. 

A CIG system consists of three types of agents: User Agents, Broker Agents 

and Resource Agents, as shown in Figure 4.1. These agents communicate using 

Knowledge Query Manipulation Language (KQML) [37]. The user interacts with 

the system through a graphical user interface to submit queries and specify requests. 

One appropriate system architecture for cooperative information gathering in 

dynamic and open environments is the three-tier architecture. At the front end, the 

agents (User Agents) keep track of the dynamic nature of the users. At the back 

end, the agents (Resource Agents) monitor the changes in the information resources 

content. In an open environment, new agents might join the system w13e existing 

ones might disjoin it. At the middle tier; the agents (Broker Agents) act as a 

'middleman' between the agents of the other tiers and keep track of the agents 

that ewist. The functionality of each of the agents are described in the following 

subsections. 

4.2.1 The User Agent 

The User Agent is viewed as a facility that allows the user to interact with the 

information system environment. The responsibility of the User Agent is to receive 

queries submitted fiom its user or other User Agents and to provide them with 

the relevant information. This information might be retrieved from local andfor 

remote resources through User Agents, Resource Agents or both. 

The User Agent is capable to access local information resources, to store infor- 

mation for the user's future queries, and to maintain models of the other agents. 
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Because of these capabilities, the User Agent might be considered an information 

resource to other agents. The User Agent is persistent in retrieving information, in 

the sense that it continuously searches for more information in the user's absence. 

The User Agent provides an interface to the user to interact with the information 

system environment. This interface d o w s  the user to submit both the query and 

the desired constraints, to provide feedback, and to clisplay the results. The User 

Agent accepts a query in a form describecl by a set of words that includes the user's 

topic of interest and the associated constraints. The user's interest includes both 

information quality and response time. The query is represented as a goal to be 

achieved and the associated constraints. The User Agent then generates a solution 

for achieving this goal which might be decomposed into sub-goals. A goal or a 

sub-goal might be locally achievable or require interaction with the user and/or 

other agents. 

The User Agent interacts with the user, to learn about the user's topic of in- 

terest and preferences. The term 'user's topic of interest' refers to how the topic 

might be defined by the user in terms of a set of concepts, whereas the user's 

'preferences' refers to the importance of each concept that defmes the topic. The 

User Agent accordingly chooses a solution that meets the user's interest. The User 

Agent also learns about other agents' capabilities in terms of the topic and quality 

of information that they can provide as well as the time requked to defiver the 

information. 

By dowing the User Agent to interact directly with the Resource Agents or 

indirectly through the Broker Agents, enhances the efficiency of the CIGS when 

retrieves information for similar queries, and prevents CIGS from collapsing if the 

Broker Agent malfunctions or disappears. 
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4.2.2 The Broker Agent 

The Broker Agent acts as a 'middleman' that pairs agents of both the front end 

and the back end tiers. The main responsibility of the Broker Agent is to ident% 

and match agents based on agents' goals and interests. User and Resource Agents 

advertise their capabilities to the Broker Agents as they join the system. The 

Broker Agent accep ts advertisements hom the agents to confirrn their existence 

and capabilities, and organizes those agents into groups based on topic of interest. 

This organization dows the agents to direct their messages and requests to the 

interested agents ody, though an agent might associate with more than one group. 

The Broker Agent also accepts notifications fiom the User and the Resource 

Agents of their unavailability at any time. The Broker Agent knows the u n a d a b l e  

agent eithes by receiving a notification message or by setting an expiration time for 

acknowledging the agents' existence during interaction. 

The Broker Agent's responsibility has a very sibpificant impact on the CIGS 

functionality. It is assumed that the Broker Agents do not interact with users. 

This assump tion supports the transparency aspect of the system. Thus, neither 

the user nor the User Agent needs to know which are the relevant information 

resources. The Broker Agent knows when a new agent joins and when a member 

intends to clisjoin the system; more agents allowed to join the system implies more 

information resources can exist and old ones dowed to disjoin implies information 

resources will not exist. Allowing agents to join and disjoin the system at any time 

makes the system cope weU with open environments. 
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4.2.3 The Resource Agent 

The Resource Agent acts as an information source or provider that has direct access 

to the information resources. The responsibility of the Resource Agent is to receive 

queries submitted by the User Agent (s) and return the relevant information. 

Due to the dynamic nature of the environment, the contents of the information 

resources are constantly changing through the addition of new information, deletion 

of old information or modification of existing information. The Resource Agent is 

able to handle event notifications on the information resource updates; this means 

that the CIGS is able to cope with the dynamic nature of the information resources. 

The Resource Agent periodically monitors any change that might happen to the 

information resources based on a predefined time fiame. This capability allows the 

Resource Agent to provide the User Agents with up-to-date information. 

The Resource Agent accepts a query similar to that of the User Agent. This 

query is formulated by the User Agent and described by a set of words that include 

the User Agent's topic of interest and the associated constraints. The constraints 

might include the quality of information and the response time at which the infor- 

mation should be available. The relevance of the information is based on the set of 

concepts and the associated qualities as specified by the User Agent. 

The Resource Agent might utilize the search engines as a metadata for retrieving 

relevant information. The relevance of the information is based on a set of concepts 

that define the topic of the resource. From those resources, the agent then selects 

those that match the user's topic of interest. The Resource Agent accomplishes this 

task by identfiing the information resources, downloading and then extracting the 

semantic features (i-e., the topics and their qualities) . 
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4.3 Agent's Architecture 

The architecture of each individual agent is based on the CIR-Agent model [44]. 

This model provides a generic agent model for cooperative distributed systems that 

is appropriate for designing the CIGS. In the Cm-Agent model, an agent can be 

described in terms of its knowledge and capabilities. 

4.3.1 The Agent's Knowledge 

The knowledge of an agent includes the information that an agent has in its memory 

about the environment, including the self-rnodel, the other agents7 model and the 

domain specification. 

Self model, SKAgi, is dehed by what the agent Agi knows about itself, for 

instance the reasoning capability. 

Models of the other agents are denoted by MKAgi = {M; , I I~  5 Z 5 m7i # Z) 
where M ~ "  ~ g [  ( ~ ; 4 8 i  , X? . . . , X.$) -the definition of the Xs  defines the 

parameters that agent Agi might know about agent Agl.  These parameters 

might include the capability of managing information and the mental status 

of an agent toward achieving its goals. 

Furt her , the domain specification includes: 

A local history of the world that consists of all possible local views for an 

agent Agi at time T denoted by w?; 

A set of possible goals GAg; = { G ~ ~ ~  , ,..., G F )  where n is the number of 

sub-goals that might result from decomposing GAg' -a goal G E GAgi is a 
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Virtcal time line Funire 

Figure 4.2: An agent's mental states. 

condition that needs to be satisfied, where a condition is a local view of the 

world; 

A set of possible solutions, 5'2, generated by Agi toward achieving a goal 

G E G&i. 

An agent's, Ag;? desires, DG' toward achieving G E GAgi ; 

An agent's, Agi7 commitments, cP, toward achieving G E GAgi; 

An agent's, Agi7 intentions, I:~', toward achieving G E GAgi. 

The Agent's Mental State 

An agent's mental state refers to the agent's interna1 structural representation for 

coordination knowledge', local history, goals, and the reasoning activities toward 

achieving goals at a given time. The agent's mental state regarding the reasoning 

about achieving a goal must be at one of the following states: (1) Problem solving 

-to determine the possible solutions for achieving a goal; (2) Pre-interaction -to 

determine the number and the type of interdependencies; (3) Interaction -to resolve 

'The knowledge required to identify the existing and handling types of interdependencies. 
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the problems associated wi th the type of interdependencies; and (4) Execution -to 

affect the world. Each of these states represents the behavior of the corresponding 

component of the agent, as shown in Figure 4.2. 

Upon the generation of a goal from an agent or the arrival of a goal fiom another 

agent, this goal is assigned into a goal state (G). The problem solver (PS) processes 

this goal and transforms its mental state fiom a goal state into a solution state (S). 

That state (S) is in turn transformed into a desire state (D) by the pre-interaction 

(PI), then into a commitment state (C) by the interaction. Finally, this mental 

state is transformed into an intention state (1) by the execution (Ex). With the 

exception of a solution state, the mental states of the goal are defined explicitly by 

the agent against a virtual time line2. 

4.3.2 The Agent's Capabilities 

The capabilities of the agent include communication, reasoning, and domain ac- 

tions. The communication capability prcvides the agent with the capability of 

sending, receiving and interpreting messages with the other elements of the envi- 

ronment. The reasoning capabilities include: problem solving, pre-interaction and 

interaction devices. 

(1) A Problem Solver -provides the agent with the capability of reasoning about 

its knowledge to generate the appropriate solution that is directed to satisfy 

a goal. 

(2) A Pre-Interaction -provides the agent with the capability to determine the 

type and the number of interdependencies involved with each solution, and 

'A virtual time line is a mental representation of time. 
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to identify the appropriate interaction devices for each type. 

(3) Interaction devices -provide the agent with the capability of interacting 

with other agents including the user, through the communication component . 

These devices include: 

an assignment device -which provides the agent with the capability of 

delegating to other agents, goal(s) that cannot be achieved on its own; 

a redundancy avoidance device -wLich provides the agent with the ca- 

pability of avoiding the efforts of achieving some goals that are being or 

could be achieved by some other agents; 

a knowledge update device -which provides the agent with the capa- 

bility of learning about the other agent's capabilities and interests. This 

device also provides the agent with up-to-date information about the en- 

vironment and the world, for which the agent knowledge will be afFected. 

4.3.2.1 The Problem Solver 

The agents' problem solver for CIGS is designed as a goal-driven solver that hides 

the heterogeneity of the agent's interna1 structure. However, this approach assumes 

that the agents sbare partial knowledge or awareness of the goals. A pal-driven 

approach for an information gathering domain has a number of advantages. First, 

the agent might be delegated by another agent to achieve a goal without specifying 

how the goal can be achieved. Second, a goal-driven solver dows  the agent to 

be equipped with different solutions for achieving a particular goal, relying on its 

knowledge. Third, if one solution for achieving a goal fails unexpectedly, the agent 

can dynarnically recover and try a different solution. 
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A goal-driven problem solving approach can be viewed as a planning process 

[9, 79, 1051. In these views, the problem solver is composed of two main modules: 

decomposition and planning. Knoblock e t  al. [57, 581 have developed a planner 

called Sage for processing queries. Sage is a modified version of partial order plan- 

ning that can handle conflict about reusable resources. 

An agent's problem solver capability can be defined as the ability to reason about 

the goal with respect to the agent's dornain actions and local history. Formally, the 

problem solver is a function that maps goals, information gathering actions, and 

local Listory into solutions (PS : G A g i  x AcAgi x wPi _t sGQi), where a solution 

is a temporal ordered list of information gathering actions. 

The agents are characterized by a set of dornain actions, denoted by Ac = 

(ai, . . . , a l ) .  These actions are based on the view of information discussed in section 

3.1 and 3.2. There are four domain actions ttiat are necessary and suEcient for 

the information gathering domain. These actions include: retrieve, Save, clear and 

decompose. 

Retrieve -enables an agent to make the topic and the quality characteristics 

of its bufFer equal to the specified ones. 

Save -enables an agent to make the topic and the quality characteristics of 

some information resource equal to that of its buffer. 

CZearMAgi -enables an agent Agi to make the topic characteristic of its buffer 

A B  equal to 'EMPTY. EMPTYis a predefined constant. 

DecomposeT -enables an agent to define a topic into subtopics using a binary 

tree structure. 
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Domain-act ion r 
Retn'eue 

Save 

C ~ ~ ~ T A B ~ ,  

DecornposeT 

Preconditions 

Tqpic(1R) = T ,  Quality(IR, T )  = Q 

T o ~ ~ c ( A B ~ , ,  ) = EM PTY 

Postconditions 

Table 4.1: A formal description for information gathering actions for agent Agi. 

A formal description for each of these actions is gïven in Table 4.1. Executing a 

domain action results in a change of the worldview, where a domain action a? is 

read as action j of agent Agi. The change of the world is described by the elements 

of the postconditions of the action a:". Note that the DeconzposeT action assumes 

the structure of a decomposable query represented as a binary tree. The information 

gathering goals are classified into two types as summarized below. 

(1) Agent goal (A-goal) is denoted by Topic(1R) = T. A goal may or may not be 

10 cally achievable. 

(2) User goal (U-goal): this type of goal cannot be satisfied by an agent, such as 

authorize to clear the agent's buffer, Auth(ABa,). 

The problem solver consists of two main parts which: (a) identify the type of the 

goal as A-goal or U-goal; (b) determine the required actions for achieving each 

goal of type A-goal or U-goal. A solution for information gathering goal, G, by 

agent, Ag;, is a temporal ordered list of information gathering actions, denoted by 

s$Ii = {aAf?i a A ~ i  1 E ACAgi ) ,  
1 Y 2 y - - -  
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4.3.2.2 The Pre-Interaction 

The pre-interaction process of the agent estimates the cost and the possible schedul- 

ing time for each solution and transforms the plan (solution) that minimizes the 

expected cost into a desire. The selection process is based on the number, the type 

of intesdependencies, and the characteristics of the interaction devices that will be 

used for resolving the problems associated with each type of interdependency. 

In the pre-interaction process, an agent identifies the number and type of in- 

terdependencies involved for each solution candidate, i-e., reasoning about ' which'. 

Then, an agent ration* anticipates the characteristics of the devices that will 

be used for resolving the problems associated with each type of interdependency, 

i-e., reasoning about 'how'. For example, when an agent, Ag;,  problem solver pro- 

cesses a goal G (i-e., Topic(IR) = weather), to be transformed into a solution 

S? = { Retrieve, ClearmAgi), the reasoning about 'which7 might indicate the ex- 

istence of capability interdependency for which this goal should be delegated to 

auother agent. Since actions are represented in terms of preconditions and post- 

conditions, the existence and the number of interdependencies and their associated 

types can be identified during the process of reasoning about the elements of the 

preconditions and postconditions of the actions. After this process of reasoning 

that generates the number and type of the interaction devices, reasoning about 

' how' determines the types of heuris tics that will be used by the interaction devices 

identified. 

4.3.2.3 The Interaction 

In this stage, the agent interacts with other agents to resolve problems of interde- 

pendencies that may mise due to different capabilities of agents, decomposition of 
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goals, and common goals that are associated with the agent's desites. 

In the CIG domain the agents are equipped with three types of interaction 

devices: the assignrnent, the redundancy avoidance and the knowledge update. 

These devices are bounded in duration, in the sense that the device is restricted to 

find a solution against a query within a specified duration. These devices are also 

bounded in solution quality (Le. the device is restricted to finding a solution against 

a query with a desired quality). Each type of these devices is identified in terms of 

three basic characteris tics: (1) pro blem specifàcation, describing the type of problems 

that need to be resolved; (2) evaluation parameters, describing the measures for 

the possible solutions; and (3) sub-processes, involved in finding an appropriate 

solution for the interdependency problem. The foUowing subsections describe the 

assignment, the redundancy avoidance and the knowledge update devices that an 

agent is equipped with. 

4.3.2.4 The Assignment Device 

In the CIGE, it is possible for an agent to have limited capabilities related to 

gathering information; consequently, that agent may require assistance from other 

agents. This assistance can take the form of the delegation of an appropriate agent 

to achieve a goal. The characteristics of the assignment device are described below. 

The problem specification is described as a query to be assigned to another 

agent. A query is a set of attributes that include the goal and the associated 

constraints. The goal is described in terms of the topic and quality of information. 

The time constraints might include desired satisS.ing time at which the information 

should be available and the expiration time after which the infUrmation is not 

valuable. 
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The evaluation parame ters describe the characteris tics of the ot her agents (mod- 

els of the others) that are related to the problem specification. The evaluation 

parameters can be determined using the contracting approach [21, 951 in which the 

following two phases are required. 

The announcement phase, is the phase in which the agent (manager) sends out 

the problem specification to the other agents (or the potential contractors) 

as an announcement. One possible s trategy for announcement is focuszng. 

This strategy assumes that an agent is capable of identifying the set of poten- 

tial contractors. Anothes possible strategy for announcement is broadcasting. 

Using this s trategy, all other agents are considered as potential contractors. 

0 The bidding phase, is the phase in which the manager receives from each 

potential contractor a bid to be used as evaluation parameters. At the same 

time, each potential contractor tags the solution associated with that goal as a 

desire in their local schedules. The evaluation paramet ers might include: the 

quality of information to be satisfied; the possible s tarting time that represents 

the earliest possible time for a contractor to satisfy the query; the reservation 

time or the time interval required by an agent to achieve the contracted query 

to be reserved as a time frame specified by the eadiest possible starting time 

within its local schedule; the cost that needs to be paid to the contractor for 

achieving the goal. 

The subprocesses involve the selection of the appropriate contractor. The selec- 

tion heuristics are based on assigning aspiration levels for the quality of information, 

reservation time, possible starting time, and the cost. The agent assigns priority 

levels to these heuristics. In one possible situation, the manager assigns the highest 

priority to meeting the reservation time, if the bids submitted by the contractors 
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have a reservation time that cannot be met by the manager, then they are rejected 

regardless of the information quality, possible starting time, or cost. 

The manager selects the contractors with bids that have acceptable quality. If 

more than one contractor has been selected, then the selection will proceed based 

on the possible starting time, reservation time, and so on for the rest of the heuris- 

tics used. If there is no t h e  left for the assignment, the agent selects the contractor 

randomly. Finally, the agent sends out an award message to the selected (winner) 

agent and a dismiss message to the unselected (loser) agent(s). When the winner 

agent receives the confirmation message, the status of its mental state of the con- 

tracted query is transformed £corn a desire state to a commitment state. Whereas 

the loser agent deletes the contracted query and invokes the local scheduler to free 

the time fiame reserved for the contracted query as a desire. 

4.3.2.5 Redundancy Avoidance Device 

In the CIGE it is possible that more than one agent will attempt to achieve the 

same goal. Consequently, an agent might achieve a goal that will be achieved by 

other agents. To avoid the efforts of achieving goals that are being, or could be 

achieved by some other agents is the main function of the redundancy avoidance 

device. Althoiigh the main function of the redundancy avoidance device is similar 

to that of the assignment device, the goals in the former can and possibly will 

be achieved locdy. This may require an agent to select one of the other agents 

(partners) to achieve the goal. The selection process can be based on negotiation. 

The characteristics of redundancy avoidance are discussed below. 

The problem specification is described as a query that should be sent to other 

agents. The time constraints of this query might include the desired satisfying time 
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and holding period during which the goal remains satisfied. 

The evaluation parameters for the above problern specifications might include 

the other agents' desires during the interval specified by the desired satisSring tirne 

and holding period. There are two phases required to determine the evaluation 

parameters. 

0 In the first phase, the agent sends out the problem specifxation to the other 

agents (or the potential partners) as a request, which might include topic, 

quality, desired satisfying time, holding period, and 'desiredy3. 

In the second phase, each potential partner responds back after it determines 

its part of the evaluation parameters that might include topic, quality, and 

status, where status E {(interested, mental state), (not interested)). 

The subprocesses involve the selection of the appropriate partner. After receiv- 

ing the evaluation parameters, the agent de termines its partners that are interes ted 

in achieving the goal and that have a desire as a mental state. Then, the agents 

engage in the process of negotiation. Since agents are characterized as being co- 

operative (i.e. they have the willingness to help each other whenever it is both 

possible and beneficial) one negotiation strategy that can be used is to help the 

others with the right to opt out of the negotiation. This strategy d o w s  the agent 

to pusue its desires locdy. 

4.3.2.6 Knowledge Update Device 

In CIGE it is possible due to the nature of this environment (i-e., dynarnic and 

open), for an agent to have outdated information over time. There might be a 

3desired is a keyword to indicate the mental state of the agent toward achieving the corre- 

sponding goal. 
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change in the agent knowledge about the information resources. otlier agents' ca- 

pabilities and goals or the user's topic of interest. Thus, in order for an agent 

to cope with this environment the agent is required to update its knowledge; this 

update might have two different forms. In the fist  form, an agent learns about 

the elements of the environment d e n  it hteracts with those elements using as- 

signment and/or redundancy avoidance. For example, agents know other agents' 

interest when they receive requests fkom them. In the second form, an agent tries to 

seek information f?om other agents (partners) . The characteristics of the knowledge 

update device are described as follows. 

The problem specification is described as a query to be sent to other agents. 

The goal is described in terms of the topic whereas the constraints of this query 

might include either information quality or ot her agent's goals. 

The evaluation parameters that are related to the above problem specification 

can be determined using the following two-phase approach: 

0 the seeking phase, in which the agent sends out the problem specification to 

the other agents (partners) as a request, which might include the topic and 

the quality of information; 

the informing phase, in which each partner responds after it determines its 

part of the evaluation parameters that miglit include topic, quality and s tatus, 

where status E { (exist, quality), not exist}. 

The subprocesses involve the following processes. After receiving the evaluation 

parameters, the agent determines the status of the information. Then, the agent 

sends out an ack~owled~ement message to the partner that responded, a t  the same 

time an update on the information is performed. 
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R e c d  tbat actions are represented by a set of relationships as preconditions 

and postconditions respectively. Any domain action performed by an agent causes 

a change in the status of these conditions. The knowledge update accordingly 

updates the agent's knowledge about the current view of the world. 

4.3.3 The Agent's Local Scheduler 

A local schedule is a tirne-indexed agenda for the agent's desires, commitments 

and intentions. A local schedder then, is a mental processor that enables the 

agent to assign or allocate the mental states of goals on the virtual-time line and 

produces a local schedule. For instance, when the problem solver produces the set 

of possible solutions for a goal, it interacts with the local scheduler to determine the 

possible scheduling time for each solution. Then by selecting the best solution as a 

desire the pre-interaction invokes the local scheduler to update the local schedule 

accordingly. The selected solution is tagged as a desire by assigning a time fiame on 

the local schedule according to the time stamp associated with it. The time stamp 

represents the possible location on the local schedule to the chosen solution as a 

desire. If this desire was pursued later during interaction, its time fiame mîght be 

adjusted because of its interaction with other agents7 desires and commitments, and 

then tagged as cornmitment. Findy,  an agent during the execution state affects 

the world by transforming the cornmitment into intention. 

4.3.4 Execution 

The execution is a mental processor that enables the agent to operate on the local 

schedule. An agent uses this processor to check the tirne stamps put on the local 

scheduler against the real time clock. For example, if the time stamp of a goal that 
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is tagged as a desire on the top of the schedule equals the value of the real time 

clock, then the desire is destroyed, allowing the time reserved for it to be fieed. If 

the time stamp of the goal is tagged as commitmeat and equals the value of the 

real time clock, then the execution starts and the cornmitment is transformed into 

intention for which the world will be affected. 

4.3.5 Communication 

Communication is the essential means by which the agents cooperate and coordinate 

in order to achieve th& goals. In a decentralized, interconnected entities4 environ- 

ment, there are different types of communication in multi-agent systems: Agent to 

Human, Agent to Agent, Agent to Non-Agent, and Agent to Environment. 

Agent to Human -agents might communicate with a human through different 

forms, such as textual didogs. Agents that communicate with humans are 

usually named as interface or user agents. They serve the users by accepting 

queries and get ting the results back to them. 

Agent to Agent -communication between agents c m  be established through 

the communication components of their architecture. They exchange mes- 

sages using predefined mechanisms and protocols. 

a Agent to Non-Agent -agents might also be able to communicate with non- 

agents (objects), such as databases through their names and addresses. 

a Agent to Environment -the capability of an agent to communicate 

environment that might include the type of operating system that it 

with the 

runs on. 

'Entity refers to software agent, human agent or object 
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The above description makes it apparent that there are tbree distinct issues 

that are fundamental for the agents' interaction with other types of entities: a 

common co~~ll~lunication language to establish the communication between the en- 

tities; a common understanding that is necessary (i.e.: the ontological commitments 

between t hem) ; and communication protocols and mechanisms to enable the multi- 

agent system to exchange information for which the agents coordinate and coop- 

erate with each other. The communication component of an agent is divided into 

four layers in a way well-suited to an agent's interactions with other entities, as 

shown in Figure 4.3. The description of these layers follows. 

Conversion c 
Message 

Physical 

Figure 4.3: An abs tract mode1 for communication layers. 

The Physical Layer -provides a uniform interface to the underlying layer, which 

is the physical layer. The interface hides the low-level details of the connection by 

providing, to the upper layers, an abstract view of several basic operations needed 

by the agent. The physical layer receives all messages sent by other entities of the 

environment and sends messages to other agents formed at the message layer. 

The Message Layer -maps between the physical layer and the conversion layer , dis- 
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cussed next. The CIGS agents use KQML for inter-agent communication because it 

has been proposed as a standard communication language and is commonly used in 

the multi-agent community [36] .  In this layer, there are two main operations that 

can be performed by the agent. First, the agent constructs the outgouig messages 

in the form of KQML. Second, the agent parses the incoming messages fkom the 

physical layer as a result of messages exchanged with others. There are three func- 

tionalities that are encapsulated during these two operations, which are described 

as follows: (1) consistent use of KQML syntax by the agents involved to (a) ensure 

the creation of valid KQML messages requested by the conversion layer, and (b) 

ensure valid KQML messages received from others through the physical layer; (2) 

handling failues during parsing by generating error messages; (3) generating the 

appropriate messages for the type of communication protocol to be used. 

The Conversion Layer -provides a well-formed language (in terms of structure) 

that will ensure the sending and receiving of the intended messages between the 

agents. The main function of this layer is to determine how to transmit/accept 

messages effectively without misunderstanding. A set of standard messages is used 

to serve as the bases for carrying the dialog of conversion. The conversion policy 

might take the following two different forms: (1) a predefined conversion, which 

is d e h e d  a priori and forces the agents' communication to follow a very specific 

order of exchangin; messages; (2) an emergent conversion, in which the agent uses 

a dynarnic order of messages, based on the interpretation of the received messages 

WI- 

A Goal Layer -maps between the internal/external goal(s) to be achieved by the 

agent and the conversion layer. As soon as the agent identifies the type of the goal, 

the type of the interaction device (assimgment, redundancy avoidance or knowledge 
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update) is also identifred. Accordingly, the conversion mechanism becomes avail- 

able at the conversion layer as related to the device to be invoked. The semantics 

of the speech acts that are used by the interaction devices of the agents in CIGS 

are described below: 

Announce -used to send the problem specification to one or more agents that 

might be able to achieve the goal, when the assignment device is invoked. 

Request -used to send the pïoblem specification to one or more agents that 

might be able to achieve a goal, when the redundancy avoidance is invoked. 

It is also used to seek information when the knowledge update is invoked. 

Offer -used to send a bid for achieving a goal to a previously announced 

problem specification (assignment device), or a response for achieving a goal 

to a previous request (redundancy avoidance) . 

Counter-Offer -used to refine a previous offer in an ongoing negotiation. 

Accept -used to signal an acceptance of a previously received offer. 

Opt-Out -used to signal rejection of a previously received offer during nego- 

tiation. 

Reject -used to signal rejection of an announcement or a request- 

Award -used to send a confirmation to an agent that has been awarded to 

commit itself to pursue achieving a goal. 

Dismiss -used to send a cancellation to agent(s) that were not awarded for 

a previously receit-ed bids . 
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Inform -used to send a response to previously received request -knowledge 

update. 

0 Success -used to confirm the achievement of a previously cornmitted goal. 

0 Fail -used to signal the f d u e  in achieving a goal. 

The CIGS uses finite-state machines (FSMs) to specify the conversion patterns 

between the agents. All conversion polices are identified based on the interaction de- 

vices and the initial message used. Other researchers have used similar approaches 

[18, 38, 781. Given that the types of interaction devices at the communication level 

are known, and given that every possible conversion for each type an agent engages 

in is also known, the nnite state machine (FSM) to mode1 these conversions can be 

then represented. 

The FSMs represent ation for the assignment device are shown in Figure 4.4 and 

Figure 4.5. Figure 4.4 shows the FSMs representation for an agent when it acts 

as a manager and Figure 4.5 shows the FSMs when an agent acts as a potential 

contractor. The FSMs representation for the redundancy avoidance device while 

an agent acts as a requester is shown in Figure 4.6, whereas an  agent acting as a 

partner is shown in Figure 4.7. The FSMs representation for the knowledge update 

device while an agent seeking information fiom other agents is shown in Figure 4.8, 

whereas Figure 4.9 shows the FSMs for an agent when it is informing other agents. 

Following the approaches used in [7, 10,401 all the states of the finite state machine 

representations are mapped into a set of d e s .  These rules are descriptions of what 

an agent does in a certain situations based on certain events. 
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O S r m  of conversion 

0 End of convcnion 

Figure 4.4: Finite State Representation of a Manager. 

Rrject 

b 
Figure 4.5: Finite State Representation of a Contractor. 
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Figure 4.6: Finite State Representation of a Requester. 

Figure 4.7: Finite State Representation of a Partner. 
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Figure 4.8: Finite State Representation of a Seeker. 

-1 Problern ) Send 

Figure 4.9: Finite State Representation of a Informer. 
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4.4 Cooperation 

Cooperation is essential in multi-agent systems to ensure the behavior that governs 

the interaction between the agents. DifEerent strategies can be used to provide the 

agent with the ability to exhibit the desired behavior. To design such strategies, 

the types of the agent's behaviors are explained. 

0 During the assignment, an agent (requester) might be required to assign a 

goal to other agents (providers). 

A requester agent using Selfish-driven stratew: 

- If ( M K  f 4)  (* i.e. the agent has experience with other agents*) Then 

* Use focusing s trategy for announcing problem specification 

* Select agent(s) that can provide a utility higher than or equal to the 

expected utility B 

* Use multicasting strategy for announcing problem specification 

* Select agent(s) that can maximize the local utility. 

A provider agent using SeZjîsh-driven strategy: 

- If (the local utility can be maximized) Then 

* Set the local utility (* The local utility is set based on the expected 

utility H of the requester agents *) 

* Make a bid with the local utility 

* Allocate goals at the tail of the scheduler 
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* Ignore the request. 

A requester agent using Benevolent-driven strategy: 

- If (MK # 4) Then 

* Use focusing s trategy for announcing problem specification 

* Select agent (s) that can provide a utility higher than or equal to the 

expected utility B 

* Use multicas ting s trategy for announcing problem specification 

* Select agent(s) that maximize the local utility B. 

A provider agent usine: Benevolent-driven s trategy: 

- Determine the expected utility H of the requester 

- Set a utility that satisfies the requester's desire 

- Make a bid that maximizes the requester's utility 

- Allocate goals on top of the local scheduler as they arrive. 

A requester agent using Cooperatiue-driuen s trategy : 

- If (MK # 4) Then 

* Use focusing s trategy for announcing problem specïfkation 

* Select agent(s) that can provide a utility higher than or equal to the 

expected utility B 

- Else 
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* Use multicasting strategy for announcing problem specification 

* Select agent(s) that manmize the local utility as weli as the others' 

utility B + N. 

A provider agent using Cooperative-d6en strategy: 

- Determine the utility values of the requesters 

- If (the local utility as well as the others' utilities can be maximized) 

Then 

* Set the local utility based on the others? utilities. 

* Make a bid with the expected utility (* i.e. maximizes local and 

others' utility X + B *) 

* Allocate goals at the desired satis@ing time on the local scheduler 

- Else-if (others' utilities cari be maximized) Then 

* If (MK # 4 and history = 'good5 ') Then 

* Set the expected utility 

* Make a bid with the expected utility 

* Allocate goals at the desired sat is6ng t h e  on the local sched- 

d e r  

* Else-if (MK # 4 and history # 'good7) Then 

* Ignore the request 

* Make a bid with the expected utility 

'good -is an indicator to the agent's self-satisfaction about another agent in terms of help 

provided. 
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* Allocate goals at the earlïest possible fiee time slot on the local 

s cheduler 

- Else Reject. 

During redundancy avoidance, an agent might delegate some goals to other 

agents to avoid redundant effort. An agent invokes this device when it is 

aware that the other agent (s) might be interested in achieving the same goal. 

A reques ter agent using Selfish-driven s trategy: 

- Determine the others' utilities H 

- Select agent (s) that can provide the highes t local utility B 

- Make an offer based on others' utility 

- If (Offer received contains the expected utility or higher and there is no 

time left to make a counter offer) Then 

* Accept the offer 

* Allocate goals at the desired satis6ing tirne on the local scheduler 

- Else-if (there is enough time to negotiate) 

* Repeat 

a Generate a counter offer using discounting strategy 

r If (Offer received contains the expected utility) Then 

- Accept 

- Allocate the goal at the desired satisS.ing time 

* Until the time set for negotiation expires 
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r Generate a counter offer with a minimum utility and use take-it-or- 

leave-i t s tra t egy 

* If f Offer received contains the expected utility) Then 

Accept 

- Allocate the goal at the desired satisfying time 

* Else Reject. 

A partner agent using Selfish-driven strategy: 

- If (Offer received contains the expected utility or higher and there is no 

time left to make a counter offer) Then 

* Accept the offer 

* Allocate goals at the desired satisf+g t h e  on the local scheduler 

- Else-if (there is enough time to negotiate) 

* Repeat 

* Generate a counter offer using discounting strategy 

* If (Offer received contains the expected utility) Shen 

Accept 

Allocate the goal at the desired satisfying time 

* Until the time set for negotiation expires 

* Else Reject 

- Else 

* Generate a counter offer with a minimum utility and use take-it-or- 

leave-i t s trategy 
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a If (Offer received contains the expected utility) Then 

Accept 

Allocate the goal at the desired satisfying time 

* Else Reject. 

A reques ter agent using Benevolent-driven s trategy: 

- Make an offer based on the local utility 

- If (offer rejected) Then Pursue the goal locdy 

- Else 

* Accept the offer 

a Allocate goals at the desired satisSing time on the local scheduler. 

Note that , in the benevolent behavior, if an agent selects an agent as partner 

and receives an offer it  accepts that offer without negotiation. 

A ~ a r t n e r  agent usiner Benevolent-driven strategy: 

- Accept offers without negotiation 

- Allocate goals at the desired satisfying time on the local scheduler as 

specified by the reques ter agent. 

A requester agent using Cooperative-driven s trategy: 

- Determine the others' utilities H 

- Select agent (s) that can provide the highest local utility B 

- Make an offer based on others' utilities 

- If (Offer received contains the expected utility or higher and there is no 

time left to make a counter offer) Then 
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* Accept the offer 

* Allocate goals at the desired sa t i s f~ng  time on the local scheduler 

- Else-if (there is enough time to negotiate) 

* Repeat 

* Generate a counter offer using discounting s trategy 

* If (Offer received contains the expected utility) Then 

- Accept 

- Allocate the goal at the desired satisSing time 

* Until the time set for negotiation expires 

- Else 

* Opt out 

* pursue the goal locdy. 

A partner agent using Cooperative-driven strategy: 

- If (Offer contalis the expected utility or higher and there is no time left 

to make a counter offer) Then 

* Accept the offer 

* Allocate goals at the desired satisfying time on the local scheduler 

- Else-if (there is enough time to iiegotiate) 

* Repeat 

* Generate a counter offer using discounting strategy 

* If (Offer received contains the expected utility) Then 

Accept 

Allocate the goal at the desired satis%g time 
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* Until the time set for negotiation expires 

- Else 

* Opt out 

* pursue the goal locdy. 

4.5 User Agent Architecture 

The main characteristics of the User Agent (UA), shown in Figure 4.10, are knowl- 

edge and capabilities. The knowledge of UA includes self-model, models of the 

other agents and the domain specification. The models of the other agents (User 

L. 

t 

? - ir 
O 

Prtlnternction 
Assignmcnt 

Local Schcdukr 4 

Inicrsctiou 

Execution 

Figure 4.10: User Agent Architecture. 

Agents, Broker Agents and Resource Agents) can be represented in terms of their 
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capabilitîes, whereas the model of the user is considered in terms of his/her topics 

of interes t s and preferences . The domain specification includes: 

The local history, denoted by WgA, at a given instance of time includes the 

information available locdy  and the user's topic of interest and preferences. 

A set of goals denoted by GuA = {GyA,. . . G_UA). These goals are directed 

toward gathering information. For example, when a user submits a query to 

plan for a vacation; the goal c m  be represented as Topic(ABua) = vacation. 

The UA then decomposes the goal into sub-goals during the problern solving 

based on how vacation is represented. 

0 A set of possible solutions, SgA, toward achieving a goal G E GuA. Once 

the goal has been identified the possible solutions for achieving this goal are 

generated. 

The UA acquires and builds a model of the user in terms of the user's topic of 

interest. The user's topic of interest can be represented as similar to that of the 

information resources, expIained in section 3.2. The user's interest in a specific 

concept within the topic is represented as a set of concepts (concepts-qualities 

vector) and the degree of relevance that identifies the user preferences over the 

concept. Forrnally, the user's topic of interest can be represented as: 

The UA adapts to the dynamics of users by monitoring the changes of the user's 

topic of interests and reacts accordlngly by monifving the concepts-qualities vector 

that represents the user's interest in a topic. When the user's interests change, 

the content of this vector is replaced by updated concepts and qualities, which will 

serve the new user interests. 
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The feedback rnechanism used for updating the concepts-qualities vector is simi- 

lar to that used in [94]. The user provides feedback in response to the agent request, 

which is positive or negative. Then, the concepts-qualities vector is modified uti- 

lizing reinforcement learning approach. These qualities are modified based on the 

learning rate a and the user feedback f as follows: 

where Qg. is the quality of concept Ci as described by the concep ts-qualities vector 

of the user's interest and is the quality of the same concept in the concepts- 

qualities vector describing the information resource IR. 

In order to compute the learning rate automatically, the agent monitors the 

number of queries containing the concept Ci, and the number of times a user ex- 

presses an interest in Ci within a predefined number of queries, 7. Then, the agent 

calculates a online as follows: 
1 

a =  
1 + e -m7  

where p indicates the sensitivity of the learning rate related to the number of times 

a user expresses interest in a concept, and a indicates the sensitivity of qualities 

as related to the user feedback. Preferences of concepts can be then based on the 

combined values of fa. This gives a sigmoid fünction in which the learning rate 

increases as the user interest on specific concept increases. For example, for a given 

positive f, if the value of a is al for a concept Cl and a2 for a concept C2 where 

al > a2 then Ci > C2 (read as Cl is preferred over Cz) .  Conversely, for a given 

negative f with the value of a is al for a concept Ci and a? for a concept Cz where 

al > a2 then C2 > CI. 

The UA is constrained in delivering information within a bounded time, for 

which it needs to mode1 other agents in terms of their response time to its query. 
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The UA also builds its belief about other agents' capability in terms of the informa- 

tion that they might provide. When the UA receives a query fkom another agent, 

it records the information required as the requester agent's interest. To elaborate, 

assume that UAI receives a query from UA2 requesting information about 'trans- 

portation' with a quality of x. Given that this information is not available at the 

local resources of UA1,  UAl  presumes that UA2 will have this information later 

from some other agents. 

The problem solver of the UA obtains the goal fkom the submit ted query or the 

goals generated frorn decomposable ones and arrives at a soiution that best fits the 

user's needs. The problern solver consists of two main parts. In the h s t  part, the 

type of the goal is identxed as A-goal or U-goal. In the second part, the required 

actions are deterxnïned. The UA is characterized by the following domain actions: 

(1) Retrieve: to make the topic and the quality of the UA's b&er equal to the 

topic and quality identified in the query; 

(2) Save: to make the topic and the quality of the retrieved information to be 

equal to the topic and quality of the UA's buffer; 

(3) ClearaB: to make the topic of the agent's buffer equal to 'EMPTY; 

(4) DecomposeT: to decompose a topic T requested by a user or other agents into 

subtopics based on the otker agents' topic of interest. 

For example, consider that the goal of UA is to retrieve information about the 

topic 'weather', Le., T o ~ ~ c ( A B ~ ~ )  = weather.  This type of goal is identified as 

an A-goal and the UA would apply Retm'eve action to achieve it. But there is an 

unsatisfied precondition (i.e., Topic(UAm) = EMPTY). In order to satisfy this 

precondition, a Clear  action is required to make the topic characteris tic of its buffer 
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equal to EMPTY. Now it is clear that for the UA agent to apply Clear action, it 

needs to satis6 the precondition Auth(ABua) for which an authorization from the 

user is required, and the type of goal is identsed as a U-goal. 

The UA consists of three interaction devices namely assignment, redundancy 

avoidance and knowledge update. 

O The assignment device is invoked when the UA cannot achieve the goal of type 

A-goal by itself. Thus, the UA agent delegates the goal to another agent. 

This can be accomplished either by announcing the problem specifications 

to specific agents (Resource Agents and UAs), or broadcasting through the 

Broker Agent. 

O The redundancy avoidance is invoked when the UA can achieve the goal by 

itself, but it is possibly more beneficial when achieved by another UA that 

might or will achieve the same goal. For example, let UAI be responsible 

to gather information about 'weather' at time t .  Also, UAi is aware that 

UA2 is interested in the same information, which can be denoted by ~ g i t  = 

{topic(IR) = weather, t ) .  Hence, UAi and UA2 miglit coordinate their efforts 

to avoid the redundant effort. 

O The knowledge update is invoked when the world is dected. For example, 

when UA executes a Retrieue action the characteristic of the buffer is changed 

from E MPTY to those describing the information retrieved. UA also invokes 

the knowledge update to capture new or updated information about other 

agents. 

UA communicates with users through a graphitai interface, using simple dialogues 

that hanclle predefined set of messages. It communicates with other agents using 

KQML. 
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4.6 Broker Agent Architecture 

The Broker Agent (BA) characteristics, as shown in Figure 4.11, include knowledge 

and capabilities. The knowledge of BA includes self-model, models of the other 

agents and the domain specification. BA might have models of the other agents in 

I 1 

Avoidnnce 

Interaction 

Figure 4.11: Broker Agent Architecture. 

terms of their type and capabilities. These agents include UA, BA and Resource 

agents. The domain specification includes: 

O The local history, denoted by w:~, which might include the information 

about the existing UAs, BAS and Resource Agents; 

O A set of A-goals, denoted by GBA = (GfA,.  . . , G_BA), and directed to identi- 

=g the capable agents to achieve them; 
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0 A set of possible solutions, SgA,  toward achieving a goal G E GBA. 

The problem solver of the BA can be viewed as a search algorithm to determine 

the available User and/or Resource Agents who are able to cany on the requested 

goal. 

O 

O 

a 

The BA consists of the following interaction devices. 

The assigrnent device is invoked when the BA cannot achieve the goal by 

its own, Le., neither Resource Agents nor User Agents have advertised their 

capabilities to achieve the requested goal. Accordingly, it might assign this 

goal to another BA. 

The redundancy avoidance is invoked when the BA is aware that another BA 

might be interested to achieve the same goal, given there is enough time for 

the BA to be involved in negotiation. 

The knowledge update is invoked when the world is afFected, e.g., new agents 

joined or disjoin the sys tem. 

The communication component enables BA to receive, send and interpret all mes- 

sages. The BA communicates with other agents inclucling UAs, BAS and Resource 

Agents, using KQML. 

4.7 Resource Agent Architecture 

The Resource Agent (RA), as shown in Figure 4.12, has characteristics which in- 

clude knowledge and capabilities. The knowledge of RA includes self-model, models 

of the other agents and the domain specification. The RA might have models of the 

other agents based on their type and capabilities. These agents include BAS that 
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Figure 4.12: Resource Agent Architecture. 

are needed to advertise to them their existence and capabilities, and other RAS 

that might be able to provide help for achieving some goals. RA has models of the 

objects that are able to access them such as databases. The domain specification 

includes : 

The local history, denoted by w F ~ ~  at given instance of time includes the 

information resources available locally; 

A set of A-goals, denoted by GRA = {Gy, . . . , G?), and directed toward 

retrieving information; 

A set of possible solutions S p  toward achieving a goal G E GRA. 
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RA consists of a context extractor as one of its components. This component 

provides the RA with the capability of extracting documents representations that 

might match the user's topic of interest. Each retrieved document is represented by 

a concepts-qualities vector, as described in section 3.2. This vector to be obtained 

by the RA through a full analysis of the document. The quality of each concept 

depends on its fkequency in the document and the number of documents it appears 

in. Shen, the RA builds a mode1 of the document (object) in terms of topics and 

qualities, and other attributes such as last-update time stamp and location. R e c d  

that, the user's topic of interest can be represented as: 

Using tlüs representation, the similarity S between the information resource I R  

and the user's topic of interest U can be measured in terms of the scalar product 

of their concep ts-qualities vectors as: 

In order to have a unified scale to compare and add the qualities between the user's 

topic of interest and different information resources, each quality of both vectors is 

normalized usine; the form . With the normalization, the similarity 

function produces values fkom O to 1. This function produces the highest value 

(S'(IR, U) = 1) only when the user's topic of interest and the information resource 

representations are identical -the information resource is 100% relevant to the user's 

topic of interest. 

RA problem solver consists of a module that is required to determine the re- 

quired actions for achieving A-goals, denoted by Topic(IR) = T .  The RA is char- 

acterized by the following two domain-actions : 
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(1) Retn'eue: to make the topic and the quality of the RA'S bufEer equal to the 

topic and quality required; 

(2) Save: to make the topic and the quality of information resource to be equal 

to topic and quality of its buffer. 

The interaction component that RA has consists of three devices: the assign- 

ment, redundancy and knowledge update. 

The assignent device is invoked when the RA is unable to achieve a goal on 

its own, for which it requires assistance fkom other agents. Due to the main 

functionality of this agent, this device is more likely to be invoked when UAs 

require assistance in providing information. 

The redundancy avoidance is invoked when the RA possesses the knowledge 

that another Resource Agent might be interested in achieving the same goal. 

This device is also invoked when other RAS send requests to avoid redundant 

effort . 

The knowledge update is invoked when the wodd is afTected (e-g., when a 

manipulation of an information resource has occurred). 

The RA is able to send, receive and interpret messages through the cornuni- 

cation component. The RA cornmunicates with other agents including UAs, BAS 

and RAS, using KQML. The RA also communicates with objects using thei. native 

language, such as SQL databases. 
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4.8 Summary 

To deal with the dynamic, distribution and open environment for information 

gathering, this chapter discussed a cooperative information gathering environment. 

Then, multi-tier agent-based system architecture was described. This architecture 

consists of three-tiers. At the front end, the User Agents keep track of the dynamic 

nature of the users. At the back end, the Resource Agents monitor the changes in 

the information resources content. At the middle tier, the Broker Agents act as a 

'middlernan' between the agents of the other tiers. 

The functionality, design and architecture of each agent's type were described. 

The architecture of ail agents is based on CIR-Agent model, each of them exempli- 

fies a particular architecture to reflect its functionality. Each agent was described 

in terms of its knowledge and capabilities. The agent's knowledge contains the in- 

formation that it has in its memory about the environment and the expected world. 

The agent's capabilities include communication and reasoning. The reasoning ca- 

pabilities include the follcwing components: (1) problem solver, (2) pre-interaction, 

(3) interaction, and (4) execution. These components act as transformation process 

on the mental state of the goal. Furthermore, the interaction component consists 

of three devices: assignment, redundancy avoidance and knowledge update. 
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Implementat ion and Result s 

This chapter presents a detailed description of a prototype implementation of the 

agents' knowledge and capabilities in CIGS. Then, a set of scenarios of a distributed 

information systems environment is used to demonstrate the feasibility of the pro- 

posed architecture for CIGS. 

5.1 Introduction 

The agents of the proposed architecture are implemented using the IBM Agent 

Builder Environment (ABE) [13, 141. The ABE provides the essential tools that 

are required to develop and build some of the components of the agents of the 

CIGS. The ABE supports a rule based, forward chaining inference engine as the 

reasoning mechanism; it also provides a library of flexible functionalities to cre- 

ate and maintain rules and facts. The knowledge base representation is based on 

(Knowledge Interchange Format) KIF [41], which facilitates knowledge interchange 

independent of the implementation technology. 
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The ABE dso provides a set of adapters that are ready-to-use that can be used 

for specific requirements, such as event detection facility, time alarm to trigger rules 

for time constraints, and a file adapter that facilitates monitoring and manipulating 

fdes . 

AU the agents in CIGS are implemented as a stand-alone Java application. To 

achieve our goal in providing a high performance system, explicit thread manage- 

ment is used to support concurrency of the agents7 components on the same process 

space. Thus, the User Agent can perform other activity, for example accepting an- 

other query fiom the user while waiting for responses from other agents. 

5.2 Knowledge 

The agents of CIGS are written in Java and provide access to relational databases 

via the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) and Microsoft's Open Database Con- 

nectivity (ODBC). This dows the agents to query and access information from 

local or remote relational databases through one common platform-independent in- 

terface. The definition of topics that are related to the user's view and preferences, 

models of the information cesources and models of other agents are implemented 

as tables. Each agent is able to access and manipulate a set of tables including: 

a re sou~cernode l~  : contains topic name, topic quality, constraints on topic, the 

address of the topic, last-update and summary from the document'; 

a de f initionu: contains topic name, the user's view and preferences toward the 

topic3 ; 

' A  indicates each individual agent has this type of table. 

'U indicates only the user agent has this table. 
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otheragentsmodelsA: contains agent name, agent address, benefit, cost, ex- 

change times, average quality, and average response time; 

otheragentsgoalsA: contains agent name, agent address, topic name, desired 

time for achieving a goal; 

o t h e ~ a ~ e n t s i n t  erestsA: contains topic name and address; 

q t ~ e ~ y m o n i t o ~ u :  topic name and number of times the user re%ect an interest 

on a topic. 

The local history of the world is implemented as lists of events that consists of the 

postconditions of the executed actions and time that can be used to describe the 

status of an object, for example (Topic(1R) = weather, Quulity(1R) = 50, Time = 

1 : OOam) or the status of an agent b&er as (Topic(AB) = EMPTY, Quality = 

0: Time = 2 : 30). 

The irnplementation of the algorithms used to extract information resources repre- 

sentations are performed at different stages as follows: 

1. For i = 1 t o  ND 

(a) Read I R  

(b) Parse IR; 

(c) Remove al l  punctuation marks 

(d) Eliminate commonly used words, such as fm and the using stop-words 

List 

(e) Extract all concepts (CIR') in IR;  and the frequency of each concept 

(Cf IR') and store; 
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End-i 

2. For i = 1 to ND 

For j = 1 to CIRi 

(a) Compute the value of n IR;, the nuniber of documents 
ci 

ciRi appears in 

(b) Evaluate idf using this formula idfc:.; = log(*) 
n IR; =; 

(c) Calculate QIR,Cj as QG:' = c fAyi x idfcjrn; 

End-j 

that each concept 

(a) Sort QIRi in descending order 

(b) Truncate to the top m3 concepts and normalize, for all truncated con- 

cepts 

End4 

3. For i =  1 to ND 

Forj = 1 to CAR 

For k = 1 to CF 

(a) Calculate the similarity such as S(I&, U) = C Q$ Q : ~ ,  only if ciRi = 

CF. 

3For computations reasons the vectors truncated to 20 from the highest weighted concepts. 
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5.3 The Problem Solver 

The probhm solvers are implemented as a de-based system utilizing the R..4ISE 

engine provided by the ABE. Rules and facts are all represented using KIF. An 

example of a rule and the requked conditions to f i e  the Retrieve action is shown 

in Figure 5.1. The facts are of t h e e  types. Long-kerm facts are built and stored 

persistently. Examples of this type are related to the definitions of a concept 

provided by the user. Short-term facts are originated from adapters through trigger 

events or sensors such as user's c m e n t  action or the time allowed for search. The 

t h t d  type is derived facts, which are generated kom a successfully fired rule such 

as the required topic of information resource and/or its associated quality. 

=> (AND (AND (AND (AND (AND (AND (AND (AND (AND (AND (EventNme \"AGEhiCSCHANGEU) " + 

"(UserName ?name)) " + "(UserActivity ?request))" + "(UserActivityCheck ?request \"STARTSEARCH\")) " + 

"(topicRequested ?tReq)) " + "(qualityRcquested ?qReq)) " + "(topicAvYInble ?tAva)) " + "(qdityAva ?qAva)) " + 

"(queryconstrint ?qConst)) " + "(topicCornp~e ?t;ieq ?tAva)) " + "(quditycornpare ?qReq ?qAva)) " + 

"(Remeve ?tAva ?qAva ?qConst))" ); 

Figure 5.1: A Retrieve action. 

The problem solver of the CIGS agents determines the required actions for 

achieving the goal. With the exception of the User Agent's problem solver has to 

i d e n t e  not only the required actions but also the type of the goal either as user or 

agent goal. 

5.4 The Pre-Interaction 

The pre-interaction component selects the solution, which minimizes the expected 

cost as a desire for achieving the goal. This component has been implemented as a 
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class. In this implementation it consists of the following: the m i c h  method that 

is responsible for determining the type and the number of the interdependencies 

involved for each solution. This method is activated during the problem solving 

for each solution. The how rnethod is responsible for identifying the type of the 

interaction devices and the desired heuristics to be used for resolving the problems 

associated with each type of interdependency. This method is activated after the 

which method is completed. 

5.5 Interaction 

The interaction of the User Agent with the user is based on a set of dialogues. These 

dialogs are build using Java's Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) components. On 

the other hand, agents interact with each other through assignment , redundancy 

avoidance and knowledge update devices. Each device is identified in terms of three 

basic characteristics: (1) problem specification describing the type of problems that 

need to be resolved, (2) evaluation parameters describing the measures for the 

possible solution and (3) sub-processes involved in hd ing  an appropriate solution 

for the interdependency problem. 

5.5.1 Assignment Device 

The implementation technique of the assignment is based on the modeling approach 

for the other agent's capabilities and the soliciting approach for determiMg the 

local schedule of the other agents, utilizing the contractkg approach [95]. The 

assignment device is implemented as a class that extends Thread. This provides 

the agent with the flexibility to invoke this device and engage in interaction with 
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Table 5.1: Evaluation parameters for the assignment . 

Topic 

multiple agents at  the same time. In this device, the following functionalities are 

implement ed . 

The outgoing method formulates the problem specifications as a query that includes 

Topic(IR)=T, where T takes a topic such as 'weather', the Quality(1R) = Q, 

where QE(O, l), the desired satisfjhg tirne, and the expiratioii time for achieving 

the god. Focusing s trategy is used for announcing the problem specifications, if the 

potential contractors are determined using models of the other agents' capabilities. 

O therwise multicas ting s trategy is used for announcing the problem specifications. 

In both cases, this method sets an alarm. IR the first, the alarm is activated by 

either the arriva1 of the corresponding bids or the expiration tirne, whereas in the 

second the alarm is activated only by the expiration t h e .  Shen, all received bids 

are pooled into a bids-list. As soon as the method is activated it selects the best 

bid. Using the evaluation parameters shown in Table 5.1, the selection heuristic of 

the best bid for an agent is as follows: 

Quality 

(1) Remove a.ll bids &om the bids-list with starting time greater than or equal 

the expiration time; 

(2) Remove ail bids with reservation time that are less than or equal a threshold 

£rom the bids-lis t ; 

S tarting-time 

(3) Remove all bids ffom the bids-list with topic not equal to the topic of interest; 

(4) Remove all bids fiom the bids-lis t with quality less than the quality of interest; 

Reservation-the Cost 
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(5) Select bids with the least cost; 

(6) If the cardinality of the bids-Est greater than one, then select the highest 

quality bid(s) as the bids-Est; 

(7) Pick the first bid in the bids-list as the winner. 

The incoming method is responsible for receiving queries. It enables the schecl- 

der  to assign the appropriate time frame to the goal. Then, the goal is passed 

to the problem solver and the incoming process goes to sleep. As soon as the 

pre-interaction determines the es timated cos t for this goal, it awakens the corre- 

sponding incoming process. If this goal can possibly be achieved withl i  the desired 

satisfying time, before the expiration- t h e ,  then the incoming me thod submits the 

bid back accordingly and sets the mental state for this goal as 'desire'. 

The award/dismiss met hod is activated based on the out going process concerning 

the selection of the best bid. In this method, dismiss message is issued for each un- 

selected bidder (loser). For the selected bidder (winner) a contract form is created, 

and then an award message is sent to the corresponding contractor. 

A winning process is created when the award message is received. When an agent 

receives an award message it pulls out the corresponding contract and the mental 

state status of the goal is transformed from 'desire' to 'commitment7. 

A dismiss process is created at the time when the dismissing message arrives. When 

an agent receives a dismiss message, the contract that is related to this message is 

destroyed, at the same time the local scheduler is invoked to free the time fi-ame 

reserved for the desire of the corresponding contract. 
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Table 5.2: Evaluation parameters for the redundancy avoidance. 

Topic 1 Quality 1 S tatus 

5.5.2 Redundancy Avoidance Device 

The implementation technique of the redundancy avoidance is nego tiation based. 

This device is implemented as a class that extends Thread, which provides the 

agent with the flexibility to engage in interaction with more than one agent at the 

sarne time. In this device, the following functionalities are implemented. 

Desired-satis&ing-time 

The oatgoing method formulates the problem specifications as a query that includes 

Topic(1R) = T, the Quality(1R) = Q, the desired satisfjGng tirne, the holding 

period, and the state of the goal as a desired for achieving the goal. Then, the 

query is sent out in the form of the problem specifications to the potential partners. 

The potential partners are determined using models of other agent(s) goals. This 

method sets an alarm that might be activated by either the arrival of the responses 

or the expiration time. All received responses are pooled in a responses-list. As 

soon as the process is activated, it selects the appropriate partners at which the 

uegotiation process is activated. Using the evaluation parameters shown in Table 

5.2, the selection heuristic of the appropriate partners for an agent is as foIlows: 

(1) Remove all responses with status not interested or interested with a mental 

sf ate not-desired fiom the responses-lis t ; 

Holding-period 

(2) Remove all responses hom the res~onses-list with desired-satis*g-time later 

than the desired; 

Cost 
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(3) Remove all responses from the responses-list with a holding-period smaller 

than that of the agent; 

(4) Remove all responses fkom the responses-list with a topic not equal to that 

of the interest: 

(5) Remove all responses fiom the responses-list with a quality less than that of 

the quality of interes t . 

The incoming method is responsible for receiving queries. It enables the agent to 

evaluate its part of the evduation parameters that includes Topic(IR)=T, Quality 

( IR ) = Q and its status. As soon as the status of the goal is determined it sends 

the response back accordingly. 

The negotiation must find an offer acceptable to all partners. The adopted negoti- 

ation s trategy reflects the agents' cooperative behavior, as discussed in section 4.4. 

In this implementation, the strategy used is based on the willingness to help with 

the right to opt-out from negotiation. Agents engage in the negotiation process 

for who will cary on the job. An opt-out agreement is reached when no offer is 

'acceptable'. After an agreement is reached, the mental state of the goal is trans- 

formed fi-om 'desire7 to 'cornmitment'. 

The discount factor is determined using the time left for negotiation, the time re- 

quired for sending a counter offer, the time required to be received, and the time 

required to evaluate the offer. The discount heuristics for counter offers are dy- 

namic, because these values change depending on the status of the communication 

channels, the time required fkom the partners to respond and the time left for 

negotiation. 
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5 S. 3 Knowledge Updat e Device 

The knowledge update device is implemented with two main classes. kng Update  T 

class extends a Thread and responsible for seeking and informing other agents. 

kng Upda te  class is responsible for updating the agent knowledge. 

The implementation of Izng Update  T consis ts of the following two cons tructs. The 

seeking construct is implemented with a set of functionalities and responsible for 

formulating the problem specification as a request and sending it out. Depending 

on the information required, the corresponding method will be activated. These 

methods set an alarm based on a predefined time set for knowledge updates. The 

alarm may be activated either by the arriva1 of a response or the expiration tirne. As 

soon as this method is activated, it initiates the corresponding method in LcgUpdute 

to update the appropriate parameters. 

The i n f o m i n g  construct is responsible for receiving requests. Based on the type 

of the request the corresponding method is activated, for which the agent will be 

able to determine its part of the parameters identified in the request. As soon as 

the status of these parameters is determined the response is sent back. 

The implementation of the k n g  Update  class consists of the following methods. 

The u p d a t e D e f i n i t i o n  method is responsible for updating the agent knowledge with 

the user's topic of interest and preferences. This method is activated during the 

agent learning mode. The updateResource method enables the agent to update the 

local view of the information resources. The assiopment and/or the redundancy 

avoidance devices might activate this method. The 2tpdateOthersInterest  method 

is responsible for updating the agent's knowledge with the other agent's topic of 

interest. The upda teOthersGoal s  method is responsible for updating the agent's 

knowledge with the models of the other agent's goals. This method is activated 
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when another agent, for example, informs an agent about its schedule. The redun- 

dancy avoidance device activates this method. The updateothers method enables 

the agent to rnodify all the parameters that are required about other agents. The 

updateMonitor is activated when the agent requests feedback hom the user. 

5.6 Local Sclieduler 

Scheduling the agent's activities is implemented based on its mental states. Re- 

c d  that during pre-interaction process, each alternative solution is attached to a 

possible scheduling time. The schedule consists of time fiames that are attached 

to solutions based on the mental state of the goal. AU mental states are assigned 

time frames on the local schedule during the process of a goal. During the process 

of achieving the goal the states change fkom 'desire', to ccommitment', then to 'ex- 

ecution'. The desired satisfying time of achieving a goal is used to determine the 

possible scheduling time for the solution. 

There are two types of solutions that are generated by the problem solver. The 

first type is a solution that consists of pure local domain actions for which the 

t h e  fiame to be assigned by the scheduler is sufficient to carry on the solution 

with a starting time closest to the desired satisfying time associated with the goal. 

The second type of solution consists of domain actions that are associated with 

interdependencies for which the assignment or redundancy avoidance device or both 

are required. The possible scheduling time for the second type is assigned at the 

tail of the schedule. 

The agent's desires toward achieving goals are assigned a time frame on the 

local schedule. The type of the tixue frame depends on the domain actions involved 

on the desire. Time fiames for desires with local domain actions are closed ended, 
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whereas those associated with interdependencies are open ended. During assign- 

ment interaction, for example, if the agent receives an award message for a contract, 

the mental state is transforrned fkom 'desire' to 'cornmitment'. In contrast, if the 

agent receives a dismiss message for the contract, the reserved time hame for the 

corresponding contract becomes fkee and available for allocation. 

5.7 Communication 

The cornMunication cornponent is implemented as a set of object-oriented classes 

using the layering approach, discussed in section 4.3.5. In order for an agent to com- 

municate with other entities, different communication protocols have been used at 

the physical layer. An agent in CIGS can communicate using one of the following 

methods: (1) through TCP/IP SMTP protocol an agent is able to send mail mes- 

sages to users; (2) through TCP/IP an agent is able to send messages clirected to 

one agent, for which the sender should know the address of the receiver agent; (3) 

through UDP protocol the agent can broadcast messages, for which the agent can 

send messages to a group of agents. 

The messages that are intended to be sent by an agent as electronic mails are 

implemented through the utilization of the mail adapter provided by ABE. Using 

this adapter, the message, the email address of the sender and the email address of 

the receiver are known by the agent. Also, the set of rules and facts to drive these 

rules for sending emails are appropriately constructed. 

Two modes of communication are implemented using sockets: namely, direct 

and mdticast. Direct communication is implemented as a class Directcorn and 

utilizes the TCP/IP s tream sockets. This class implements the Runnable interface 

that provides the system with the flexibility to run in a separate thread. Also, 
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it is daemon and reachable through TCP/IP protocol for sending and receiving 

messages. This class consists of the following methods: the SendMsg, the Re- 

ceivedMsg, and the Interpreter. The SendMsg is responsible for sending messages 

to other agents. Other processes of the agent's components that require sending 

messages activate this process. In this method, the receiver agent address is identi- 

fied and the message sent to its destination. The ReceiuedMsg is daemon and listens 

at a specified socket number that is designated to it and used as its address. This 

process is responsible for detecting the arrival of any message from other agents. 

As soon as this process detects a message the interpreter method is activated. The 

Interpreter is activated by the arriva1 of a message through the SendMsg method. 

The main fwiction of this method is to i d e n t e  the performative of the message 

and the type of its content. When the performative and the type of the message 

are identified, the corresponding process is activated. 

The message is implemented as a class and consists of the following methods. 

The Message method, the main functions of this method are to generate messages in 

KQML syntax and to generate error messages during parsing for incorrect messages. 

It accepts the messages from other processes in a predefined string format and 

reconstructs the message in a KQML format. Every instance of this class has a 

performative variable to specify the kind of speech act message. Not all slots of the 

message are required for every message to be sent by the agent and accordingly the 

Message class constructs o d y  the required ones based on the requested process. 

This approach reduces the parsing time. Other sets of methods are implemented 

in the Message class, including s e t s ender  and setRecieuer specifies the sender and 

the receiver agents. The setDeviceName specifies the type of the interaction device 

invoked. The s e t T i m e s e n d  and se tT imeRecvd  speciS. the time stamps at which 

the message is sent and received. The s e t con t en t ,  to d e h e  the message content, 
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contains the information to be sent. 

Multicast communication is Mplemented as a class Malt-icastCom and utilizes 

UDP protocol. This class uses MuticastSocket, which is a UDP socket and extends 

Thread. It allows the agent to send m d  receive IP multicast packets. This class 

consists of the following methods. The joinGroup method is responsible for enabling 

the agent to start listening and receiving to all messages through broadcasting. The 

leave Group met hod is responsible to end receiving messages through broadcas king. 

5.8 Time Synchronization 

In the implementation of the agents in the CIGS, some of the tirne-based issues 

are considered, such as universal-time clock, execution time and t h e  zones. The 

universal time dock provides a coherency in the time line in the situations where 

the agents are interdependent and allows each agent to have its own real- the 

clock. The value of the local time line needs to be measured dong a universal-the 

line (reference point) only during the interaction. The execution t ime is a daemon 

process that operates on the local schedule 11 tilizing a 'look-ahead' timing s trategy. 

This s trategy provides the transformation of thne fkom virtual-time line to real- time 

clock as follows 

If the top of the schedule is desire, then 

- If the time-starnp of the desire = the value of the real-tirne clock + look- 

ahead t ime 

Then the desire is destroyed; 

If the top of the schedule is commitment, then 
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- If the tïme-stamp of the cornmitment = the value of t he  real-time clock 

+ look-ahead t ime 

Then the cornmitment is transferred to intention. 

The reservation-time is a daemon process that calculates the reservation-time as 

the t h e  rate per goal, or -=_Od, where At is a prespecified value for the time zn loa 
interval that is required to count the number of incoming goals (in-load). 

The contract-table apdate is a 'look-ahead7 daemon process which operates on the 

contract-table. If the reservation-time for a contract has expired then it destroys 

the contract and invokes the scheduler to £ree the the-frame reserved for the cor- 

responding desire. 

The Tirnezone is a class that represnts a time zone offset, which consists of the 

following methods. The getDefaalt generates a time zone based on the tirne zone 

where the agent is running. The get Tirnezone generates a time zone based on a 

time zone ID, where each time zone, if it is supported, has its unique ID. 
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5.9 Results 

In the following sections, four different scenarios were constructed to demonstrate 

how the agents interact with each other to handle a user query. The rationale behind 

these scenarios is as follows. Firstly, to show the importance of using a user mode1 

that allows the system to provide more relevant information to the users based on 

theit topic of interest. Secondly, to show the system ability in coping with open 

environments when new information resources join the environment. Lastly, to show 

how the system performance can be improved in terms of computational time by 

achieving goals simultaneously. A distributed information systems environment, 

shown in Figure 5.2, is used throughout all the scenarios. This environment is 

viewed in terms of the following entities. 

A set of agents denoted by AG = (U, VI, U2, UAI, UA2, BA, RAl, RA2, RAS),  

where U denotes a user who is able to access the network and has no User 

Agent. UAl and UA2 represent two User Agents. BA represents a Broker 

Agent and RA1, RA2 and RA3 represent three Resource Agents, where RA1 

and RA2 are able to utilize AltaVista and GoTo search engines respectively. 

A set of objects, OB = IR U AD U AB, where 

- I R  = {IRv~IRuAJRuA,, IRaa, IRRa,, IR=,, IRRa,), denote infor- 

mation resources and they can be accessed through their respective 

agents specified by their names. 

- AD = {ADva,, ADuA,, ADBA, ADRAl, A D u z  , ADRA,), denote infor- 

mation resource or a buffer. This buffer can be utilized by agent j, j E 

AG to send and receive information to/from agent k, k E AG and Ic # j .  
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- AB = {ABua, , ABua,, ABBA, ABRA,, ABRA,, and AB,, m = 

{UAl, UA2, BA, RAi, RA2, RA3), denote information resource or agent 

b&er that can only be processed by agent k,  k E m. This bufFer is used 

to transfer reachable information by agent k ffom resource r, where 

r e I R ü A D .  

Before the agents engage in the interaction with each other, it is assumed that 

each agent is configured, such as their addresses, during the startup process. Upon 

the initiaIization, each agent might advertise its capability to the Broker Agent to 

join groups of its interest. For example, RA1 advertise its capabdity in terms of 

topic, Say places, and gets the replay back with the address of the interested group 

as shown in Figure 5.3. 

For agent i, let models of the other agent j be ~f =< M i j ,  Mi8,.., M&,~ >, 

where i, j E AG. For example, M Z ~  = {weather) is the model of the UA2's 

goals set by the UA1 with its local scheduler  ME$^+ = Q at t = 0, and ~ g $ ~ ~ ~  = 

{accommodations) is the model of the agent UA2's capabilitities set by UAl re- 

gatding the set of information that agent UA2 can manage. Also, let a query 

q = (G,T) where G is the goal to be achieved by the agent and T is the set of 

associated constraints. The goal, G, might be decomposable into a set of sub-goals, 

G = CGl,. . . , G,), such that the individual sub-goal might be delegated to other 

agents. At the initial state, or a t  time equal to zero, it is assumed that none of the 

agents has developed desires, commitments, or intentions toward any goal yet (i.e., 

Dkj = C i ,  = Pi; = 4) .  Furthermore, the local history of the world for each agent 

is shown in Table 5.3. 
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Rdi  I 

Interneflntranet communication links 

Communication links to establish cooperation 

, .-. . . , . --. . . . - . - - -  - - - - Communication links to joiddisjoint the system 

Figure 5.2: Cooperative Information Gathering Environment. 
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(advertise 

:sender RA 1 
:reciever BA 

:language E C F  

:repIay-with RA-1 

:address 13 1 1 

:content (Topic "places") 

(tell 

:langage KIF 

:content (Address 21 11) 

1 

Figure 5.3: Messages sent by RA1 and BA. 

Local history 

wYA1 = ( T o ~ ~ c ( I R ~ ~ ~ ~ )  = spmts ,  Q ~ a l i t y ( I R ~ ~ , ~  , sports) = 701, 

{ T o p i ~ ( l l l ~ , , ~ )  = weather, Qua l i t y ( IRzUAl ,  weather) = 6 5 )  

w t U &  = {Top ic ( lR iw ,~  ) = accommodations, 
- 

Q ~ a l i t y ( I R ~ , , , ~  , accommodations) = 6 0 )  

w ~ A  = (Capable(RAi, places)),  {Capable(RAz, sports)) ,  

{Capable(RAs, places)) 

WY' = {Topic(IRiRA1) = agents, Qua l i t y ( IRIRAL,  agents) = 70), 

( T o p i ~ ( l R ~ , ~  ) = places, Q u a Z i t y ( I R ~ , , ~ ,  places) = 8 0 )  

WY' = {Topic(lRlRA2) = computers, 

Q ~ a l i t y ( I R ~ , ~ ,  computers) = 701, 

wtM3 = {Topic(IRlRr3) = sports, Qua1ity(IRlRA3, sports) = 701, 

{Topic(IR2,,J = places, Quality ( IRzRA3,  places) = 9 0 )  

Table 5.3: The local history of the world for each agent. 
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5.9.1 Scenario 1: With No User Mode1 

In this scenario, a user submits a query to the User Agent UAi in the form 'weather 

at waterloo ontario', and selects the desired response time and the search engine to 

be used, as shown in Figure 5.4. In this irnplernentation, the text of the query does 

not have a specific syntax; however, during query processing the first word of the 

text is considered as the user's topic of interest, whereas the remained words are 

considered as constraints. The UAL then assigns this query, translated in KIF, as 

a goal to be achieved by the capable Resource Agent. In this case, RAl is selected 

which utilizes AltaVista search engine. RAL is constrained to provide the required 

information within the specified tirne. Now, RAl translates the query expressed in 

KIF into the language appropriate for the underlying system, i.e., AltaVista search 

engine. Then, it submits this query to AltaVista search engine to access and retrieve 

the top ranked addresses and th& associated summaries by the search engine. The 

number of addresses and their summaries are returned by RAl depending on the 

time constraint. Finally, those addresses and summaries are returned to UA1 and 

displayed to the user. The Agent Status section shows the agent activities wlde 

achieving a goal(s). Table 5.5 shows a cornplete list of the results returned by 

AltaVista search engine that includes the top ken ranked adchesses. The returned 

addresses are only pointers to bot h relevant and non-relevant information to the 

user's needs. For example, the address weather.ec.gc.ca/forecast/ykf.html points to 

a document that contains information about 'weather' that might be of the user's 

interes t . Alt hough, the returned addresses might point to relevant and non-relevant 

information, they have been included as relevant based on the techniques used by 

the search engine. This scenario demonstrates that the User Agent returns results, 

which includes only the addresses and the summaries of the information ranked by 

the search engine within the specified time, however to provide relevant information 
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Figure 5.4: An example of the main and results interaction windows with the user. 

should be based on the user's interest. 

5.9.2 Scenario 2: Specializing to User's Interest 

This scenario is used to demonstrate the ability of the system to adapt the user's 

topic of interest and preferences and explore more relevant information. In this 

scenario, a collection consists of one hundred documents are saved in the local 

database. These documents are downloaded fiom the Web utilizing AltaVista and 

Lycos search engines. The user submitted a query in the form 'weather at waterloo 

ontario' to UA1. Initially the user described his/her view of weather as 'tempera- 

t u e ,  wind and humidity'. The user provides consistent feedback so that the system 
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Figure 5.5:  Results returned utiLizing AltaVis ta. 
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response should converge to the set of concepts that define the user's topic of in- 

terest. The system is iteratively used for a number of user sessions. Each session 

involves reading the documents retrieved by the model and providlig positive feed- 

back for documents about Lweather'. After a feedback is provided to the relevant 

documents, the user model is modified and the search is performed again using the 

modiiied model. After the user provides a feeclback, the user model is modified 

using Equation 4.2 with a learnlig rate of O.5.When the search is performed, the 

documents are sorted by their qualities (Le. similarity scores) using Equation 4.5. 

Each quality of these documents is multiplied by 100 to produce values from O to 

100. The concepts and qualities representing the user model at difFerent sessions 

are shown in Table 5.6. This table shows the initial view on the left-hand side 

and the final view, after ten sessions, which consists of twenty concepts with their 

qualities on the right-hand side. When the user of UAl submits a query requesting 

information about 'weather' with a quality of 60%, based on the previous interac- 

tion between UAI and the user, UA1 lias built a model of the user toward his/her 

interest about 'weather7. Figure 5.7 shows the quality and addresses of two docu- 

ments that are retrieved as relevant (i.e. documents with quality equal or higher 

than 60%) by UA1, utilizing the user model. To evaluate the performance of the 

system, 'recaU7 and 'precision' measures are used. These measures are well known 

and comrriody used to evaluate the performance of information retrievd sys tems. 

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5.8. Recall measures the propor- 

tion of relevant information actually retrieved in response to a search (that is, the 

number of relevant documents actually ob tained divided by the total number of rel- 

e m t  documents in the collection). Precision measures the proportion of retrieved 

documents actually relevant (that is, the nurnber of relevant documents actually 

obtained divided by the total number of retrieved documents). The precision and 
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Figure 5.6: Building user model. 
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Figure 5.8 : Recall-precision graph. 

are evaluated over each time the user provides a feedback. The scope of this 

experiment is restricted to a predehed collection of documents. This means that: 

the number of documents are static to the local database over the duration of this 

experiment. R e c d  is calculated by manually going through each document in the 

collection to i d e n t e  the documents that are relevant. A threshold is set for docu- 

ment scores. To achieve the desired goal of precision and r e c d  the simrlarity scores 

of relevant documents should lie above the threshold and the scores of irrelevant 

documents lie below the threshold. 

Figure 5.8 shows an improvement of the behavior of the system precision and 

r e c d  over time. This is primarily because the learnt concepts that define the 

topics during interactions affect the system performance. The initial view that is 

provided by the user to define the topic helps the searcb for relevant information. 

After the user provides a feedback, the user's model is modifiecl and the search 

is performed again with the updated model. The user's topic of interest is quite 
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successful at converging on the concepts occurring in the documents with higher 

qualities to the desired concepts relating to 'weather'. It  can be seen that with an 

initial view and with consistent feedback, the system has succeeded in specializing 

to the topics of the user interest. The feedback provided by the user also helps 

the system to differentiate between relevant and irrelevant documents. This means 

lower scores are assigned to irrelevmt documents, thereby improving precision. 

Thus, the results of this experiment suggest that the user's mode1 and relevance 

feedback help Mprove r e c d  and precision of the system. 

5.9.3 Scenario 3: Assigning Goals 

In the following scenario, a user decided to go on vacation and submitted a query to 

the User Agent, UAl, to provide information about sorne recommended vacations. 

The query in the form of 'vacation at waterloo ontario7 with a quality of 60% and a 

response time within 30 seconds. It is assumed that there are two aspects represent- 

ing the vacation namely, weather situation and places to visit. Thus, UAi requires 

information about vacation (a goal G denoted by Topic(ABual) = vacation). The 

UAl problem solver starts to reason about G by using the local information re- 

sources. Fïom wFA1 there is no resource that carries information about vacation. 

Then, UAl decomposes the goal by applying the Decompose action to G that gener- 

ates a set of sub-goals namely Gi and G2. Where, Gl = Topic(ABUAl) = weather 

and Gz = Topic(ABUAL) = places. Clearly, satisfying G2 is beyond UAi capability. 

It is assumed that each topic produced as a result of the decomposition is assigned 

the same quality given by the user. The User Agent displays each sub-topic in 

a separate window to get a feedback for each of them. It  should be noted that, 

UAi provides the user with an interaction window to define the concept explicitly, 

as shown in Figure 5.9. The UAI also monitors the number of negative feedback 
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Figure 5.9: The User Agent queries the user for concept definition. 

received from the user for the same retrieved topic. When the number of negative 

feedback exceeds a predefined threshold, it sends an email to interest users for topic 

defini tion . 

To deal with this capability interdependency, the assignment device is invoked. 

Then, the problem specification is formulated as a query, qo,, that includes the topic 

and the constraints that include the location, the desired-satisfying-time td and the 

expiration-time te. This is represented as qol = (places, at  waterloo ontario, td7 te). 

Where, td is determined based on the specified time-stamp of G and te is calculated 

based on t d  and the current-time. Since UAl has no models of other agents, in 

its knowledge, yet as related to this goal, it sends a request to the BA for recom- 

mendation. The role of BA is to provide UA1 with the existing resource agents 

that are able to provide information about 'places'. With the role of BA and the 

capability of UAl to assign goals to other agents, UAi is able to provide the user 

with the desired information fkom the available resources during query processing. 
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(recommend-al1 
:sender UA1 
:reciever BA 
:language KIF 
:replay-with UA-12 
:address 1 1 11 
:content (Topic "pIricesW) 

(tell 
:sender BA 
miever  UA 1 
:Imguage KIF 
:in-replay-to UA-13 
:content (Address 21 11) 

1 

- - -  

(ask 
:sender UA 1 
:Ianguage KIF 
:replay-with UA-13 
:address I I  I I  
:device assignment 
:content (ProblemSpecification 

(Topic "places") 

(TopicConst "at watherloo ontario") 

(Qudity 60) 

Figure 5.10: Examples of messages sent and received by UA1 during assignment. 

Thus, CIGS copes well with open environments, for which BA recomrnends both 

the old and the new (i.e. just joined the envlonment) information resources that 

are represented or modeled by Resource Agents and able to provide the desired 

information. In this scenario, RAI existed and advertised its interest in 'places7 

to BA. However, RA3 just advertised its interest in 'places' to BA. Then, RA1 

and RA3 can be considered as potential contractors. As soon as UAl receives the 

response from B A  it sends out qol to the address recommended, as shown in Figure 

5.10. At the same time an alarm is set and activated either by the expiration-time 

or the arriva1 of the responses. 

When RAI and RA3 receive qol, each enables its respective schedulers to assign 

a time frame ti,,,l aiid tlScRA3, respectively, for goal. wtml and wY3 show 

that the information is available at their local resources with no fiirt hex coordination 

required with other agents. Then, the pre-interaction determines the estimated cost 

for achieving the goal of qol, Say Ci and C2 by each agent respectively with possible- 
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s tarting-times tPt, and tpnt2. In this implernentation, every one-percent of quality is 

set to one unit of cost. Then, RAi formulates a bid as Bm, = (T, Q, tP t i ,  tlsci, C l ) .  

Whereas, RA3 formulates a bid as BRa2 = (T, Q, tPat,, tin,, Cz) and they send these 

bids back to UAl as responses to q o l ,  provided that the desired-satis*g-time and 

the expiration-time of the goal can be met. Also, the mental state of this goal is 

set to desire by RAi and RA3. 

As soon as UA1 receives the responses (bids) it selects the best bid, using the 

evaluation parameters and the selection heuristics discussed in section 5.5.1. It 

is assumed that both bids met the desired time. Thus, for this scenario, RA1 

is selected because it provides higher quality than the requested with less cost. 

Accordingly, a dismiss message is sent to RA3 and an award message to RAI. 

When RA3 receives a dismiss message it frees the reserved time from its local 

scheduler because the contracted query is no longer valid. Whereas, when RAi 

receives the award message it transforms the status of the mental state of the goal 

from desire to cornmitment. Hence, RAI will achieve the goal and sends the results 

to UAl and then invoke the knowledge update. Findy, UAl receives the required 

information and t hen invokes the knowledge update device to update, for example, 

models of the ot her agents in terms of information quality, response time and cost ; 

the information is then displayed to the user and becomes available locallyY 

5.9.4 Scenario 4: Avoiding Redundant Goals 

In this scenario, it is considered that UA2 is a l s o  trying to get some information 

related to 'weather7, or Topic(ABua.,) = weather. This goal is equivdent to G1 of 

UA1. Since the goal G of UAl is decomposable into Gl and Gz, and UAl is able 

to avoid redundant effort by invoking the redundancy avoidance device, the sys- 
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(ask 
:sender UA 1 
: l a n p p  KIF 

:nplay-with UA14  

:ddms 1111 
:device rPdundancy 

:content (RoblemSpecificacion 
(Topic "wathcr") 

(TopicConst "at waiherioo ontario') 

(Qurility 60) 

(Desiredsaiisyingîïme 6) 

(HoldingPecïod 3) 

(MentalStatus 'desired") 

1 

1 

(tell 
:sen& UA2 
:lanpge KIF 
:in-replay-to UA 14 

:ilddress 1112 

:device rediindancy 

:content (Offer 
Cfopic 'weather") 

(TopicConst 'at watherlm ontario') 

(Quaiity 80) 

(Menti-dSbiiis "desired') 

(Mental 'interested") 

(Cost JO) 
1 

1 

Figure 5.11: Examples of messages sent by UA1 and UA2 during redundancy avoid- 

ance. 

tem performance can be enhanced by achieving Gl and G2 simultaneously. When 

UAI starts to achieve this goal, reasoning about M::: indicates that Gi might 

need to be achieved by UA2 at the same time. To deal with this common interde- 

pendency, the redundancy avoidance is invoked. Then, the problem specification 

is formulated as a query, qo2, that includes the topic and the constraints that in- 

clude the location, the desired-satisfying-time td, the holding period th and the 

mental state of Gl as 'desired'. This is represented as qoz = (weather, at îua te~ loo  

ontario, td, th, desired). Using models of the others, q02 is sent out to UA2 as a 

potentid partner, as shown in Figure 5.11-(a). Also an alarm is set to be activated 

either when the response from UA2 is received or the expiration-time is reached. 

When UA2 receives q02 from UA1 and evaluates its part of the evaluation pa- 

rameters including topic, quality, interested or not interested to achieve the goal 

and the mental state of the goal as desired or c m m i t t e d ,  then, UA- formulates 
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an answer as RUA? = (T, Q,inte~ested, desired, C) and sends it back to UAI as a 

response to 4 0 2 ,  as shown in Figure 5.11-(b). 

As soon as UA1 receives the response from FA2, it determines whether UA2 is 

an appropriate partner or not by using the evaluation parameters and heuristics 

discussed in section 5.5.2. It is assumed that UA2 requires information with these 

characteristics, Topic = weather and Quality = 80. I t  is also assumed that UA2 

is an appropriate partner, then UA1 and UA2 engage in the negotiation process 

for who wïü achieve Gl. Both agents are cooperative agents and they have the 

right to opt out. In this implementation, it is assumed that the cost proposed 

when formulating the problem specification is equal to 50% of its local cost. Mso, 

a predefined threshold is used for the discounting strategy to calculate the cost 

for the next counter-offer. Once the negotiation process starts, each agent tries 

to benefit out of this process, by accepting the offer that has cost less than the 

cost of pursuing it locally utilizing the time set for negotiation. In this scenario, 

UA1 accepts the offer because it provides a utility of 20 to itself and a utility of 

40 to UA2. Moreover, UAI receives 15% higher quality. Both agents, after UA1 

receives the information fiom UA2,  invoke their respective knowledge update to 

update models of each other for future interactions. 

5.10 Summary 

This chapter clescnbed in detail the implementation of the agents7 knowledge and 

capabilities used in CIGS. I t  explained how each of the following is implemented: 

(1) Information resources representations, (2) The problem soivers, (3) The pre- 

interaction, (4) Interaction that includes users and agents, (5) Communication be- 

tween the different elements of the environment, (6) The local scheduler, and (7) 
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Execution. It demonstrated how the agents interact with each other to handle a 

user qnery through a set of scenarios. These scenarios have shown how the agents 

transparently gather information fiom distributed information resources. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Research 

The main goal of this dissertation has been to develop a cooperative information 

gathering system in open domain. This goal has been achieved with a design of 

multi- tier agent-based architecture in which agents cooperatively carry out dis- 

tributed, coordinated, intelligent information gathering. The system architecture 

has been implemented and demonstrated using a variety of scenarios. This chapter 

reviews the main contributions of this work and presents some directions for future 

research. 

6.1 Summary of Contributions 

This thesis has tackled many issues to accomplish its deshed goal. One appropriate 

way to examine the contributions of this research is to fiame them within the 

context of each issue. 

Reasoning and Manipulating Information. 

This has been accomplished through providing a distinguished view and def- 
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initions for the fundamental aspects of the domain: namely, data and infor- 

mation. Information has also been viewed as the characteristic of information 

resource that inchdes topic and quality. This enables the agents to locate and 

retrieve the desired information effectively with the appropriate and necessary 

operations. 

Design Issues. 

Unlike some previous approaches, the agents of the proposed system provide a 

complet e solution for the main design issues: namely, autonomy, he terogeneity 

and transparency. This has been achieved using the CIR-Agent mode1 to 

design the agents. Modeling each agent as an independent pro-active entity 

incorporates autonomy. Heterogeneity is dealt with by modehg an agent as 

goal-driven enti ty. Modeling each agent as cooperative, coordinated agent to 

provide transparency. 

Agents' Behavior. 

In multi-agent environment, agents may exhibit different types of behaviors. 

This thesis has focused on cooperative behavior. The objective in analyzing 

cooperation has been to enable agents to exhibit different types of behaviors. 

To achieve this, an agent is equipped with different interaction strategies, 

based on the help and benefaction aspects, including selfish, benevolent and 

cooperative. 

Dynamic and Open Environments. 

Because different users usually have different views and interest in the same 

information, users are constrained by time limits, information resources con- 

tents are changing constantly, and information resources might appear and 

disappear at any time, the agents are classified into different types to deal 
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with these issues. This thesis detailed the functionality of a number of agents 

including User Agents, Broker Agents and Resource agents. 

System Performance. 

The sys tem performance is enhanced in terms of computationd t h e  by 

achieving decomposable goals simultaneously. The system also focuses on 

retrieving the most relevant information by utilizing user model. 

System Architecture. 

Of the existing cooperative information gathering, the proposed system ar- 

chitecture is based on viewing information gathering as problem independent 

of its structure, for which a single or a group of agents can participate in 

an open environment. The agent determines the degree of its participation 

in terms of coopera tion during the runtime, rather t han problem-s tructured 

centered. This view is supported, in Cm-Agent model, through the agent's 

architecture that enables the agent to be goal-drïven, autonomous, rational as 

well as able to determine the interaction setting as cooperative or otherwise. 

Finally, the feasibility of the proposed architecture has been demons trated by 

implementing a prototype on dis tributed information sys tems . It has been shown 

how the agents can transparently cooperate to locate and retrieve information f?om 

distributed, dynamic and heterogeneous information resources to difFerent users 

having different views and interest. 

6.2 Future Research 

The work presented in this dissertation addresses a number of basic issues. This 

section discusses some of the ideas that can be pursued to improve the proposed 
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solutions. 

a A natutal extensiou of the work presented in this thesis is to widen the acces- 

sibility to information resources of different types of structures and formats. 

This may require u tilizing the appropriate conver ters and developing different 

heuristics to identify and extract information. This raises the issue that is 

wor th investigation: how to merge the information. 

a Another issue to consider is the development of a concise, uniform and declar- 

ative description of semantic information, independent of the underlying syn- 

tactic representation or the conceptual models of information resources. One 

way that may be considered is to d o w  the agents to specify the ontology for 

certain domains. 

a The problem solving technique must also be considered. Using search tech- 

niques, in which a set of heuristics and evaluation functions, could be devel- 

oped, to make the decomposition more dynamic. 

a Improving the topic and quality of information is also an objective that is 

worth pursuing. The ability to process information resources for extracting 

information is essential both to refine the search activities and to provide 

relevant information. This may require developing different techniques and 

algorithms to extract information. It is also worth investigation to consider 

and introduce a set of learning techniques that might improve the information. 
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